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ABSIBAOS

fhis study presents an oral Interpreter8 s approach 
to selected stories by Kay Beyle» After looking at Hiss 
Boyle as a woman and as a writer, the author discusses the 
elements, structure, and style of the short story in order 
to formulate criteria for analysis* Blve stories from 
fhirty Stories are then analyzed; "White as Snow," represent
ing the Early Group of stories written between 1927 and 1934? 
"Gount Lothar* s Heart," representing the Austrian Group of 
stories written between 1933 and 1938? "Your Body is a Jewel 
Box," representing the English group of stories written 
between 1935 and 1936$. "Men," representing the Erench Group 
of stories written between 1939 and 1942? and "Winter Wight," 
representing the American Group of stories written between 
1942 and 1946« Suggestions regarding the form of oral 
presentation follow the analyses*
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Kay Boyle g Woman, and Writer

Introduction
Although Kay Boyle has written numerous poemsp a 

hundred short stories, and ,a dozen novels, she is not well 
knowno Her stories have teen frequently praised and often 
reprinted, yet they have not given her a wide reputation®
In the opinion of Richard 0o ©arpenter, "Miss Boyle has done 
much excellent work and should be better knownc8!

Perhaps because she has spent over a quarter of a 
century abroad, reviewers have overlooked this American9s 
accomplishment, or perhaps because it takes more time to 
analyze a collection of short stories than one novel, there 
have been few critical analyses of her works® Hathan 1® 
Rothman observes that the short story is Kay Boyle"s partic
ular achievementg "Although we cannot deny to Miss Boyle the 
pleasures of the novel, it is the short story that seems the 
more perfect vehicle for those talents that are specially 
hfrs® For literary parallel to her short story, we must look

^Richard 0® Gar pen ter, "Kay Boyle,81 fhe English 
Journalo 42 (lovember 1953), 425® *
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t€h the fiziely^wromght some,to In 'both, eases, brevity is met 
a , confimimg limitation^ but the instrument of eloq.uen.ee 0162 

fhe purpose of this study is to present an oral 
interpreter8s approach to selected short stories by Kay Boyle„ 
Only after the interpreter has actually tried to follow in 
the author”s footsteps can he understand what the writer has 
accomplished^ In harmony with other widely known writers in 
the field of interpretation, Grimes and Mattingly maintain 
that Mfhe deeper = » » [the interpreter8̂ Ijown understanding 
and the richer his own appreciation of the literary object, 
the more certain he will be of evoking an appropriate aesthetic 
response from his listeners0 Indeed, he cannot put his audi
ence into 8possession8 of the literature unless he himself 
has assimilated i t f h e  interpreter8s initial focus, thus, 
is on the literature he is going to present* He should assume 
for the audience the same position the author has assumed for 
the readers

* * o the reader is divided from the Imaginary world
of the novel by a high, wall over which he cannot see*

-lathan L* Hothmsm, “Kay Boyle8 s Stories,“ fhe
Review of literature* 6 (February 8, 1936)7=̂ o
%ilma Ho Grimes and Ale.thea .Smith Mattingly, Inter 

aretationg Writer* Reader * Audience (San Francisco, ifffTT.Po 65o Also, sees Garolyn. Gordon, How to Write A Hovel 
(lew York, 1957), P® 195 .<@Brlette I® lee. Oral Interpretation« Second Edition (Boston, 1959), PP® 254-255; and Oharles E* Woolbert and Severina E0 Eelsom, fhe Art of Interpretative Speech* Fourth Edition (lew York, 195177 P® 47®
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©a the top of the wall Is perched the aovellst* He looks down into the world of his imagination and then turns to the reader and tells him what is going on there o The novelist does nots like the dramatist, pick up hits of his world and set them down on the near side of the wall for the actors to animate and his audienoe to see; the novelist narrates; he tells what he sees* * » » He sees the world of the par™ tiemlar novel which is at present engaging him; a tremendous three-dimensional pageant of life, not endless, hut rolling continuously past the novelist8s mental eye* i. seething flux of phenomena, continually changing, continually rolling, sweeping, surging, sparking and hanging hy*4
The present study analyzes five of Kay Boyless short 

stories included in Thirty Stories (1957)= Gladys Graham 
once commented that H * 0 * if the hest stories [from all of 
Miss Boyle6 s short story collections^ «, » « were collected in 
a,single volume it would not he easy to find another to place 
heside it0*5 Thirty Stories is just such a volume * In the 
introduction to the volume,, lavid latches says, “from 
8Wedding lay8 to 8Winter light8 the stories here collected 
show one of the finest short story writers of our time 
eounterpointlng imagination and experience in different ways 
as experience took on mew forms and imagination shifted its 
role and scope to meet it,"^ Selected from over one hundred

larrativ
•b w t ™  „ -t-i —  0-—  ^^eervatioms on the Art of the

Review ©±> jjj. , y c.g, A-yjJ) , gujU o
%ay Boyle, Thirty Stories (lew York, 1957), p» xvi



stories writtern over a twenty year period^ the stories in 
the eollection are divided into five seetionsi The Early 
‘Q-ronpg 1927=1934§ the Austrian Group 1 1933=1938; the
English Groups 1935=193^1 the French Groups 1939=1942; 
and the American Groups 1942=1946 o

For this study one story from eaeh representative 
group in Thirty Stories has been chosen* Preceding the 
analyses9 Ghapter One relates pertinent facts about Kay 
Boyle9 s life and writings * Chapter Two examines the short 
story as a particular art form and sets up the framework 
for analyzing the selected stories in Ghaptens Three through 
Seveno Chapter Eight relates the analyses to an interpret- 
er9 s oral presentation of the stories <,

Kay Boyle % Woman
Cne of the most sensitive and moving writers of our 

time 9. Kay Boyle s the daughter of Howard and Katherine Evans 
Boyle9 was born in St» Paul, Minnesota* February 19, 1903* - 
She was exposed to painting, writing, and music at a very 
early age, inasmuch as the family started touring the 
European art centers when she was only six months old. They 
spent their summers in France and their winters in the ski 
country of Switzerland.7

TUnless otherwise noted, the biographical data included 
in this chapter are based on Kay Boyle entries found in Current 
Biography (Hew York, 1942), pp. 102=103; Twentieth Century" “ 
Authors (Hew York, 1942), pp. 173=174; and Twentieth Century 
Authors. First Supplement (lew York, 1955)s pp. 109=11©.
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When the Boyles returned t© the United States* they 
lived in Washington* Bo Go* where lay Boyle attended sehool* 
Her sehseling was Interrupted* however$, hy flnanelal reverses 
arising from the eoonomio eonditions of World War i0 fhe 
Boyles moved to Cincinnati* and the father struggled to 
support his family hy entering into a garage business0 Bor 
a. time* they.actually lived in the garage» Working as a 
telephone operator in her father®s offiee* Kay Boyle assisted 
her family during the erisiso

It was in Gineinnati that she began writing, Greatly 
influenced and encouraged by her mother* who ran on the 
Barmer-labor ticket as candidate for the school board in 1919 s? 
the young author wrote about social eonditions in Gineinnati, 
Her aehievements=»=-mueh to her embarrassment— were often read 
by her mother at the workers® meetings in the garage, Among 
Kay Boyle®s early unpublished efforts wereg Arise, Ye Women 
and fhe Working Girl®s Braver, By the time she was seventeen* 
she had written hundreds of poems* short stories* a novel 
about the conditions of organized labor in Gineinnati* and a 
children® s version of am outline of history* tinged with 
pacifism and reflective of her mother® s avid interest in 
radical polities, ,

For two years* Kay Boyle studied violin at the 
Gineinnati Gomservatery of .Music, later* when she was study
ing architecture at the Ohio Mechanics Institute* she met
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Rickard Braolt* a Iremekmaa wk© had jmst beam gradmate.d from 
the University of Cincinnatio At eighteens Miss Boyle 
married him, and they moved to lew York; where she enrolled 
in some evening courses at Columbia University,, Baring this 
timep she wrote book r©views, fashion commentaries, and 
poems o Booking back on her year in lew York, she has saidg. 
"My first poems were published in Broom and Poetry, and 
Bola Ridge, with whom I worked on Broom in lew York after my 
marriage, was one of the greatest influences in my life.**1-®

After a year in lew York, the Braults borrowed money 
to go to Europe, presumably to visit Iranit8 s family, but, 
by 1924, the young couple had established residence in 
Be Havreo While in France, Miss Boyle produced two novels 
about life as she knew it in that country«, Extreme loneli
ness filled these years, for she found it difficult to adapt 
to a strange peopleo She devoted muck of her time to the 
creation of Plagued by the lighting:ale (1950 K  a novel about 
an American girl8 s adjustment to the family of her French 
husbando Her poems were published in Harriet Monroe8s 
magazine Poetry0 After two, years in Be Havre, Miss Boyle 
was threatened by tuberemlosis, and so she moved to southern 
Europeo ©ften since, because of delicate health, she has had

®Twentieth Century Authors« p0 173»
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to spend time in warm climates or in the mown tains <,
Kay Boyle eontinned writing thromghont the twenties? 

many short stories first appeared in the London CalendarQ 
Transition,, and Shis Quarter« As she has saids the editors 
of these publications were influential in her literary devel= 
opments " 0 0 0 Ernest Walsh's.Shis Quarter and Eugene Jolas® 
Transition published my stories and poems» I should say that 
it was largely due to the encouragement of these two editors 
that I went on with my writing,, as making a living for myself 
add daughters took the greater part of my time and strength 
for several years0 In 1929D Miss Boyle's first eolleotion 
of stories was published by Caresse and Harry Crosby at the 
Black Sun Press in Paris0 A year later the eolleotion. was . 
republished in the United States as Wedding Bay and Other 
Stories (1929) o With this publications, according to Richard 
Oq Carpenterg Miss Boyle was acclaimed to be a new talent 
with great promise

In 1931» having divorced Richard Bramltg Miss Beyle 
married Laurence Yails another expatriate author and artiste 
During the depressiong many compatriots returned to the 
United States, but Kay Boyle remarked, MI like to be with

9Twentieth Century Authors0 p0 173»
^Carpenter, 4250



people who work^-Englishg Preach9 or any foreign working 
people o I am 111 at ease with all Americans e « <> Mil

With their six children—= all from preTioms marriagess four 
belonging to Hiss Boyle and two belonging to lamrence Tail—

this localeP near Switzerland and Mount Blanc9 which provided 
the setting for the novel Primer for Combat (1942)=

Bichard Go Garpenter observes that the year 1931 
started Kay Boyle8 s really ,11 full=fledgedH writing careere 
Blagmed by the lighting:ale 0 her first pmblished novel, was 
hailed as ’’magnifieent»n-1-2 In the next five years, she 
published three novels and two collections of short storiesc 
The novels Year Before last (1931), Gentlemen^ I Address You

love in situations of weakness, or cireumstance<, In the 
opinion of Carpenter, they, along with two short story 
collections. First lover and Other Stories (1933) and Ike
White Horses of Vienna (1936), proved her to be a subtle 
analyst of personality, an ,exquisite manipulator of nuances

Kay Boyle received a Guggenheim Fellowship for the study

/ \the Vails moved into a home in Hegeve, Haute Savoie, It was

(1933) s and My, lext Bride (1934) are concerned with

of phrase, and a craftsman of image metaphor,"*"̂  In 1934,

11Current Biography, p0 1020 
^20arpenter, 426= 
^^Garpenter, 426=
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retuired for an epie poem ©a aviationo In 1935, she reeelved 
%e ©». Henry Memorial Prise for v,the short story Mlhe White 
Horses of Vienna o’1

Establishing many ©lose bonds in Europe^ the Vails 
lived and worked in Pran.eeg Anstria, and England0 During 
World War II they remained in Franee o It was at this time 
that many of Miss Boyle8 s stories about the war appeared in 
American magazines« After the capitulation of Franee it was 
vextremely difficult to work there9 and8 although it took 
two months to get passage 9 11 In 1941 Kay Boyle packed her 
six children into a Glipper and returned to America after a 
twenty year absence» Ho such large family unit had ever 
before made the trans«Atlantic flight=

Upon arrival in America, Miss Boyle lived with her 
children in Hyaek, Hew Ycrko Having completed the books 
Primer for Gombat (1942), Avalanche (1|43)P and 1939 (194?),

. i -

she wrote many short stories and articles for magazines, 
including the Saturday Evening Post, The lew Yorker0 and 
Harper8 s Bazaar0 In 1941, she received the Go Henry Memorial 
prize for the short story flDefeatoM She taught an adult 
education course in short story writing at Hyaek High School 
and was very active in war and relief worko

^''Dove in the Undergrounds,11 Hewsweek, 23 (January 24„ 
1944), po 72o ' • "..... '
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Kay Beyle diwreed lamreaee Tail, and. In 19*3, ske 
married Baron Joseph Ton Iranekenstein, a former Austrian 
who was then serving with the American Armyo After the war, 
he returned to occupied Germany, where Kay Boyle and her 
children joined him0 Residing in Bad Godesberg, von Franck- 
enstein was employed by the lublic Affairs Division of the 
State Department, and Boyle was engaged as German correspond
ent for She Kew Yorker, So enable Miss Boyle t® collect 
political and other data for use in a book about contemporary 
France, the von Framckensteins enjoyed many excursions to 
F r a n c e I n  1951p her book of short stories on Germany 
appeared, and, in i960, her book on Germany, Generation 
Without Farewell was publlshedo-^

Having established ,a very deep and lasting rapport 
with the Europeans, Mss Boyle had difficulty deciding to 
return to America* Physical distance between her and 
America was great, and recollections of American life were 
nebulous; nevertheless, the American tradition of individual 
freedom endured in her miniL Although her European friends 
urged her to stay. Miss Boyle once recalled,

And then, as if they had been aroused from sleep, 
my forbears stood up from their chairs= She women 
among them awaited, their eyes fixed gravely on me, 
for me to speak, but the men walked back and forth

-^Kay Boyle, "Farewell to Europe9W The Hatton,
ITT (December 12, 1953), 526-528= ■ ..

^Foreign Policy Bulletin. 39 (April 15, i960), IXTo



] in agitation£, and the little house 0 o 0 trembled with 
the Tehemenee ©f my grandfather8 s ire® .W1T©» this is 
the time to return./8 I said to the German students 
seated in the rooms-and to the Frenchmans and the 
Spaniards and the Englishwomans who were not there» 
wlhis is one of the times in history when one must 
go back and speak out with those of e o „ America 
clearly and loudly so that even Europe will hear 0 88̂-7

After living in Europe for over jb. quarter of a century9 Kay
Boyle returned to her home country in 1953© She teaches in
0©2meoticut and lectures in the summer at the University .of
Delaware and the Bread loaf Writers8 Oonferenee ©^

A tails slenders dark=haired woman who "possesses
distinction if not beauty?"^ Hiss Boyle has an affection
for wild and barren mountains» She likes to ride horseback,
to climb, to travel to strange places, and to meet odd people©

In a review of her fhe Seagull on the Step, Paul Engle
summarizes the convictions of many concerning Kay Boyle8s
contributions g ; ■

Reading it, this reviewer wishes that the State 
Department, or the Fulbright authority would send 
fewer respectable, unereative, cautious professors to 
France, to reach a handful of academic people, and send 
more Kay Boyles, But that is absurd, fhere is only one 
Kay Boyle, .whose elegant English, idiomatic French, 
imaginative energy and personal ereativeness are a 
common glory shared by France and America©^

ITsoyle, "Farewell to Europe," 526=527© 
“̂ Boyle, Thirty Stories,, Preface, 
^ Twentieth Gentury Authors, p© 174,
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Kay Beyle 8 Writer
EieMrd Ge Carpenter declares that Kay Boyleg after 

tsrenty=>five years of writing short stories and nereis, 
demonstrates the same rividress, the same freshness of 
style, the same smhtle insights, and the same craftsmanship 
of her first writingo fhe stories in The Smoking Motantaln 
(1951) p he centimes, are as tamt and as clean as those in 
first lover and Other Stories (1932) and as intense and as 
emotional as her first novel. Plagued fey the nightingale 
(1931)o21

Engrossed in political and social themes, Miss Boyle 
has used many European backgrounds and characters0 She 
writes about people, however, not about places or polities0 
Stories such as Death of a Man (1936), a sympathetic analysis 
of the ideas and feelings of an Austrian Easi, or Avalanche 
(1943) and A frenchman Must Die (1945), which Carpenter 
labels as ^elegant potboilers,1,22 show how political turmoil 
affects quite ordinary people 0 In Ihe Smoking Mountain« Kay 
Boyle presents an atmosphere of occupied Germany, where all 
the old hatreds smolder under the ashes of defeato The 
dreadfulness of war8 s aftermath is brought into focus, its 
waste and futility» Very ably she contrasts the “sullen,

^■Carpenter, 425 o 
Garpenter, 426»
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averted people with the Ghristmas-card setting of the cornitry= 
side they live in and the eozy, domestie aspeet of the Germany
la the past®^ 3

Boyle8s fletlonal world Is net a happy one; she fre
quently presents disease, perversion̂ , oowardieeg and frmstra- 
tisao Garpenter recognizes that her people, prevented from 
living rich and fall lives by their own weaknesses or by 
devils of eirenmstanee, depict complex souls undergoing a 
variety of torments= fhey are sensitive, courageous, 
aftistie, and profoundly emotionalc One cannot escape liking 
her characters and wanting to see them happy, but they are 
"the beautiful and the damned

Hiss Boyle8 s works evidence more than just an interest 
in peoplei they express a deep concern for the whole of man
kind, their struggles and their dreams® Revealing significant 
attitudes toward life, her works reflect the recurrent theme 
of youth faced with death or with disease® Her stories are 
removed from what one normally expects of emotion and experi
ence in a short story; she is often concerned with the hopeless 
destinies of oversensitive neurotics® Her subtleties of

s33jomise Bield Cooper, "Averted Hearts,N She Saturday 
Review of literature® 34 (April*21, 1951)» 17=>lS®

^Carpenter, 427®



insightc, Ii©nis Kronenberger has remarkeds ’’are such as no 
©•jbher writer of our time 0 o o can mat oh o "^5

Carpenter, who has written the most complete account 
of Kay Boyle0s works9 presents valuable observations concern^ 
ing her style of writing02  ̂ While trembling on the edge of 
pathos and sentimentalitys ,she unfolds the lives of her 
characters with an exquisite sense of reticence and balance 0 
She achieves this effect by judiciously limiting the area of 
perception—=a technique she may have learned from Faulkner$, 
whom she admiresc The reader becomes aware0 Garpenter 
believesj, as the character becomes aware9 in a gradual process 
of revelation contributing to wspecification of reality/11 the 
sense of immediacy James desired of fictiono With skillful 
fore shadowing 9 Miss Boyle creates a current of tension with
out having much ,ihappen5’ in the sense of the usual weH- 
plotted story» One does not leisurely savor her stories, but 
breathlessly turns the pages, confident that apparently 
innocuous events are somehow tremendously vital. She achieves 
force, then, as Carpenter points, ©at, by showing a vision of 
humanity in need of pity and understanding,

g5ourrent Biography,.pp, 101=102,
^^The critical comments of this paragraph are based 

upon Garpenter, 427,
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Kay Beyle eviu.ees a mastery of her © m  kind ©f fie- 
tienal teehniq.ue0 As Evelyn Barter has said9 "Her (Kay 
Boyle8s] intelleotmal varietisa has never obscured her 
fundamental tendernessg humor9 and spirit, and her native 
sense of obligation in craftsmanship»8 a bold experimenter
in technique, she has established reputation as a stylisto 
Stephen Vincent Benet, a stylist in his o m  right, onee 
eommented, "Her style is as bright as an ieiele and light as 
the bones of a birdoM28 with daggersharp images and oraek- 
ling metaphors, Miss Boyle8.s stories are weirdly fascinating0 
In the words of Haul Engle, "Everything she writes has 
fluency of prose and imaginativeness of eoneeptiono"29

Miss Boyle is a poet, a novelist, and a short story 
writero Her principal works and dates of their appearance 
are i

Wedding Bay and Other Stories, 1929
Plagued by the nightingale, 1930
Year Before Last, 1951
First Lover and Other Stories, 1932
Gentlemen, I Address You Privately, 1933
My lext Brlle7'1954T
Ihe White Horses of Vienna, and Other StoriesB 1935 
Death of a Man, 1936 . '
Monday light, 1937'
Glad Day, 1938

27twentieth Century Authors, p0 173» 
Current Biography, pe 101o 

^Engle, 380
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The Youngest Pamela 1939 
The Grazy Hunter0 1940 
Primer for Gomhatg 1942 
Ayalanohe0 1943 ‘ ,
Prenehmen Must ®1945
Thirty »»9G=
m m ,  w+'tEls Hmman Majesty a ,1949 ,
The Smoking Mountaing 1951 
The Seagull on the Step*, 1955
Three Short Zoyeis
Generation Without Farewell0

Summary
Ohapter One has presented information pertaining to 

Kay Beyle as a woman and a writer0 Although eritieal ©omments 
are not @opiouss they are favorable0 Reviewing Thirty Stories* 
Struthers Burt declaresp ‘’Miss Boyle is a storyteller, a 
superb one; by and large9 the best in this country, and one 
of the best now living»“31 ,

The next chapter discusses the short story as a 
particular literary genreo Elements of the narrative, 
structure, and style are examined in order to formulate 
criteria for analyzing Kay Boyle0 s selected storiese

?QWho8s Who in America (Ghieago, 1963), Po 342, and 
Twentieth Qentury Authors, First Supplements p0 110»

33-struthers Burt, “The Mature Graft of Kay Boyle, “
The Saturday Review of Mteratmre0 29 (lovember 30, 1946), 11»
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She Short Storys Its Elementsg Structureg and Style

Aeoordlng to Walter lesant, the narrative is the 
oldest living arto^ People have enjoyed telling stories from 
the age of pristine man to the twentieth century0 Sitting 
around his fire relating mysterious deeds from the day’s 
events9 primitive man exhibited a strong story=telling instinct* 
In the words of Douglas Dementa "it is this stozy= telling 
instincts inmate and spontaneouss which gave rise to our 
earliest 11terature»M 2

Although early man communicated his fascinating 
stories hy word of mouths eventually the stories were recorded 
in writing<>■ She first known "writings" according to Glenn 
#larks was picture writing*. Because he feels that the picture 
is the most simples the most elemental9 and the most effective 
way to present thoughts Olark says that the picture is the 
"protoplasm" of all writing and a story "merely a series of 
pictures strung together by dialogue*"?

IWalter lesantp Ihe Art of Diction (1©stomp 1884)g p* 9*
2lramder Matthewsp She Short-Story (Sew Yorks 1907) 9 pe 7*
%lenn Olark* A Manual of the Short Story Art (lew York. 

1932) * ppo 3-4p 14* ' ̂  ”
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lr©m the tales t©ld around the fire by primitive man 
to the artistic narrativej, the short story has developed 
considerably* America0s' earliest significant influence on 
the short story was Edgar Allan Poes who "laid down two dicta 
which have hung upon the short story like an incubus$, even 
down to the present time*—=,that the short story should be 
short enough to read at one sitting and that it should contain 
a unique and single effect,A Since the days of lee, others 
have pointed out that the unity of the short story lies in 
its having only one emotional effect* . Brander Matthewss for 
example, states that "She short story must do one thing only, 
and it must do this completely and perfectly; it must not 
loiter or digress; it must have unity of action, unity of 
temper, unity of tone, unity of color, unity of effect; and 
it must vigilantly exclude everything that might interfere 
with its singleness of effect

fhe length of the short story does not just happen . 
to be short, according to Oanby and lashtello fhe term short 
story is applied to the lesser unityg 81 a lesser unity o o » 
makes the substance of a short story * » * the form is what 
such a subject demands * * * In respect to both "form"

^Douglas Bement, Weaving the Short Story (lew Torko
P* .5* ■■ ■■
■’Matthews, p0 23
%enry Seidel 0a 

the Short Story (lew.York,^1935), p* 1*
%enry Seidel ©anby and Alfred, lashiell, A Study of
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sat “smbstsaee,8 the short .stexy Is a earefmlly irromght 
olDjeet of arto

As Basel pelats oat, eaeh art has its ora peemliar 
charaeteristiose7 writer^ he sayss hegias with life9
eoataet, sat eoaplieation as his ^materialoM Worts, sentea= 
ees, paragraphs, and punctuation marks eomprise his -tools069 
Els knowledge of the human.' mind and human conduct, @f social 
relations, and of places and events provides l,teehnig.ueM of 
materialp and his knowledge, of grammar, rhetorie, spelling, 
and typing serves as "technique99 of tools = fraveling, 
exploring, and seeing life at intense moments supply impor= 
tant sources for "materialo,M Kay Boyle8s works serve as a 
case in point = She has traveled extensively, and her stories 
reflect foreign Backgrounds, such as the mountain setting 
in "Maiden, Maiden" and the English country-side in "Major 
Alshustero18 Miss l©yle?s stories not only reflect the 
physical surroundings of lands abroad, but also the political 
overtones— the "technique" of material» It is her conviction 
that the arts should capture the mood of the times, "It is 
quite true," she has written, "that unless there is a ten
dency in the arts to reflect the spirit of the age— unless 
they are vividly interpretative, it is evident that they are

^See Thomas Ho Wzsell, narrative Technique (lew York, 
1934), p= xvii0
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withemt constructive valme0,M̂  The stories in both the French 
an# the American groups9 stories like "Major Engagement in 
Fariss M "Effigy of lfars 11 "She loneliest Man in the W» Sc

personally involved in the fall nf France and in the whole 
impact of the Second World .War on Europe» "She remarkable 
thing about 0 0 » these stories," states lavid laiehes in the 
Introduction to Shirty Storiesa "is that they combine accurate 
reporting of the “feel8 of an historical situation with all 
those overtones of meaning, those probings into the center 
of man8 s moral and emotional experiences, which we demand of 
the literary artisto"^

Although the "material" varies from author to author,
the elements of the narrative remains the sameg plot and 
action, characters, setting, and theme Q According to Emdora 
Welty, however, individual authors may juggle the elements 
to their own likings "a story8s great emphasis may fall on 
any of the things that make it up~~©n character, on plot, on 
its physical or moral world, in sensory or symbolic form*
0 0 o it8s this ordering of his story that is closest to the 
writer behind the writing, and it8 s our perception of this

^Kay Boyle, "Reactionary Composers," Poetry0 19 
(lovember 1921), 105o

Army," and "Winter light," show how Kay Boyle8s emotions were

Beyle, Thirty.Stories<■ pp6 xiv-xvo
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f$rm that gives us ©ur nearest understanding ©f hime,!l0 fhe 
following section discusses the components of Mformof!

Elements of the narrative
Douglas lament recognizes that the -short story does 

not have to prove anything| rathers the purpose of the short 
story is to achieve an emotional impression®^ fhls emotional 
impression may he produced ,hy emphasis on aetiona when atten= 
tlom is held hy a peculiar or striking events emphasis on 
character; emphasis on setting9 when things happen as a 
result of the atmospheres or hy emphasis on a general truth* 
or theme« fhe story that revolves around theme9 according 
to Wzzell* is often the most difficult to handle * and is 
often* therefore * the finest story*12 Although any one of 
these elements— plot and aetion* characters* setting* and 
theme— may he more prominent than the others in a particular 
short story* the well-wrought short story embraces all of 
them*

fhe action in a short story begins with a struggle* 
or a confllcto Charlotte lee describes three main types of 
conflicts g man in opposition to some external force * man in

10Eudora Welty* fhree Papers on fiction (Northampton* 
Massachusetts* 19^2)* Po^S*

i^Bement* p* 60*
. 12Wszell* pp„ 101-102*



opposition to some internal foree, and man in opposition to 
a combination of external and internal forces Because the 
climax and the resolution of the short story are dependent' 
upon the complications the question to be raised should be 
presented early in the short story0 Once the problemg or the 
conflicts has been established., the action moves by a sefuenee 
of episodes towards the climax» Plot consists of the ordering 
of the episodeso The number of episodes in the short story is 
usually few, and the episodes themselves are very tightly con
structed, in order to maintain singleness of effecte Becogniz
ing that only the skillful artist connects the various episodes 
so that the continuity of the story moves swiftly along towards 
the climax, Glark states that HEvery joint in = = o the 
[author’s] pipe is subject to leakage0 The leaks . . „ will 
appear at the place of juncture» „ „ 0 the artist of long
experience can rivet together many ’links of pipe’ without 
having the story fall to pieceso11̂

Glark regards the conflict9 the resultant events, 
the climax, and the resolution as resembling a stream of 
waters MThe narrative is a living thing 0 » , it flows 
toward a definite impression that is to be made upon the

3"%ee, p» 236* 
^Glark, pG 9 9 »



readePo At eertalm points the stream gains momentum9 m &
at other points9 it flows lingeringlyg ereating moments of
tension and moments of passiTityo The methodieal alternation
of the stream”s flow ereates rhythm» lost storiesg it seems,.
flow slowly at the beginning and faster at the climaxG
Although Glark maintains that stories of character and stories
of atmosphere as a whole move along more slowly than stories
of oemplieation or theme, accelerated action, he recognizes,

16is immanent in all stories0
Beeamse incidents happen to and around certain people, 

plots refmire eharaeterso She seeond element of the narrative 
to be disemssed, therefore9 is ehara©ter0 In the short story, 
.a.very smeoinet genre, eharaeter development is usually 
minimalo fhis does not imply, however, that characters are 
merely puppets dangling on tenuous strings; rather, they are 
“infused with life blood communicated by the spirit of their 
creator, who through them speaks and acts and feels as his 
own experience whispers to him that these imaginary creatures 
have spoken and acted and felt in the life with which he has 
endowed them6*2.7 she writer “infuses* his characters with 
“life blood* by narrowing them down to basic elementse. One

ISoiark, pe gg*
^Olark, p0 95o 
^Tpement, p 0 3 8 0
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or two dominant traits provide plausibility within such a 
confined art as that of the short story»

There are numerous ways by which authors delineate 
character 0 They may rely primarily upon what a character 
doesupon what he says, upon what others in the story say 
about him, or upon a combination of these ways» Specifically, 
an author may portray character through physical appearance; 
clothing, physifue, stance, facial expression all reveal 
character o' In author may use gestures and mannerisms to 
depict character, such as wringing hands, which may indicate 
nervousnesso .A character8 s diction and grammar reveal social 
status, education, and intelligence 0 JL character8s attitudes 
about what is important in life, about what is right and what 
is wrong, about the relationship of man to society and of man 
to the universe reflect his, emotional and moral beliefs» An 
author may rely upon environment, associates, and family, to 
reveal character,2.® Whatever method or methods an author may 
use to portray character, the inner responses and the exterior 
manifestations of these responses, according to Charlotte lee, 
must be logically related, because the conflict depends upon 
the basic motivations of the characters

I8f©y further information concerning character, see 
fred Bo Millett, leading Fiction (lew York, 195©), pp, 44=5St

19l,ee, p0 242o
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fhe third element ©f the narratives setting, refers 
to the sense of time and plaee in the short storyo While 
adding vividness t© the aotien of the story, setting sometimes 
appeals to the eye and to the emotion to sueh an extent that 
the story is labeled an atmosphere or local eolor storyo As 
lee recognizes, however, the modern short story0s setting is 
concerned more with the psychologies! than with the physios! 
implications o20 In other words, the setting in the modern 
short story seems to be especially signifleant insofar as it 
affects or influences the characters0 reaetionsc. Althomgh 
the modern short story usmally has only one setting in order 
to assist in snstaining singleness of effect it is possible 
to have more than one setting if some other element, smeh as 
characters or action, provides necessary unity0̂ -

With action, characters, and setting all before him, 
the reader0 s attention foemses upon what the story has to 
say, for flIt is this thematic interpretation, this having 
something to say or something to express, ==whatever the 
medium==which binds the arts together in their sisterh©od«,M22 
Although it might be easier for an author to express his theme

%ee, p0 259 o
2^Wzzell, p0 60o 
22Bement, p0 640



d,idaetieallys the skillful writer seldom dees soo Talking 
about a theme is the surest way to preelude the possibility 
of eommmaieating ito2  ̂ Bather than tell the reader too mueh9 
Biehard 0» Carpenter maintains that it is better for the 
TOiter to develop theme implielt#yp so that ^we float on a. 
plaeidp shimmering currentP all the time aware of the coldp 
blaekp rushing depths beheatho2̂ : Kay Boyle8 s ^Wedding Bay,88
for examplep a light.and delicate story of a brother and-a 
sister on the sister8 s wedding dayP does net force theme on 
the attention of the readerc Stills there is a sense of 
youth being lost, being left somewhere beMnd9 forever»

The majority ©S Boyle8 s short stories seem to refleet 
blank and bitter pessimisms a constant iteration of a world 
out of jointo The pathos of prejudice and misunderstanding 
is presented in 11 The White Horses of Viennao** Although the 
young Jewish stmdent=doctor is called upon to assist and to 
work with am injured Iasi9 the two cannot be friends0 The 
irony lies in the fact that the Jew and the Hasi are really 
very much alike» The Austrian’s, worship of power correlates 
with the Jew's nostalgic idealisa.o Another story depicting 
sympathetic sadness is "natives Don81 0ry911 in which Miss 
Boyle delicately portrays the life of an old maid9 a

23iement9 p, 200o
2̂ 0arpenter9 428»
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gpveraess wke9 ©n a day mail, is net delivered, tries t© 
pretemd she gets letters from her yemmg ma&o la wKee.g Yehr 
Pity,11 pride is the theme $ the Wyeherlys, impoverished 
Eaglishmea la the south of FrameeP preserve appearances even 
heyomd death* .#Blaek l©yM imitiates a y©mg white girl’s 
prejudiee when she learas she eaaaot have aa ianoeeat friend- 
ship with a hlaek hoy0

fhe significant thing t© rememher is that the artist- 
writer’s intention is not t© relate minute details, hmt to 
contrive an emotional impressiono Eudora Welty emphasizes 
the points

1® writer, I daresay, rememhers for long the exact 
count of the children, or where in the shy the 
three-quarter moon had to he hy nine on a certain 
June evening o All has vanished0 Yet to his dying, 
day he may carry around the memory of whatever 
feeling compelled that story, and with it the 
feeling that came of trying to do what he could 
ahomt writing it* And I think that as readers we 
have the same kind of forgetting, the same kind of 
remembering, and the same reasons for h@th& 5

According to lathan, Spthman, one of the most
outstanding attributes about Kay, Boyle’s writing is her
ability to lift from mere word-piotures some significance,
some meanings

fhe best thing she [gay Boyiejj does is to trans
form the mundane detail and wring some spiritual 
essence from it; quite literally she can make 0 = „

SSfelty,,p0 27o



silk pmrses out of sow8s ears* and you watch 
her writing as you would some marvelously deft 
machine performing this miracle holding some 
. scene or some person still while she outlines 
in space the nature of its, or his, meaning„ -
e 0 o the process .is an exciting thing to heholdo^®

Perhaps this ^process1* can best be understood by 
examining the artist-writer8 s structure and style, for 
**a first class writer of short fiction must be a lover of 
technique <> o =» o"2̂

Structure
She way in which an author tells a story is dependent 

upon his point of view* ®As defined by Grimes and Mattingly, 
point of view is that position from which the narrator views 
the aetiono2® Douglas Bement uses the term Mangle of 
narration*1 to refer to the same idea,2  ̂ Although authorities 
may use different terminology, they are all speaking of four 
points of views first person, third person limited, third 
person omhscient, and third person objective«

Stewart Beach recoinizes that the first person point 
of view can be voiced by either a first person participant or

13 o
laker,‘ ‘ "hort Storyg A

Practical Manual (lew York 0
28Grimes and Mattingly, pc 280
2^See lement, p0 173»
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a first person observer=5° Probably one of the most important 
advantages of the first person point of view is the sense of 
immediacy given = The story written in the first person point 
of view usually yields vividness and a sense of reality, but 
there are also disadvantages0 Glenn Olark maintains that if 
the person telling the story happens to be the her© or the 
heroine, there is an innuendo of, Mbraggadocio,distasteful 
to most readersAlso, the first person point of view, 
necessarily limited to what the speaker knows, confines.the 
action to one person®s area of pereeptiono

A second point of view is third person limitsdo 
Wszell recognizes that there are essentially two types of 
third person limited points of view—=the major character 
point of view, sometimes called the psychological angle, and 
the minor character point of view, sometimes called the 
suspense angle Even though the third person limited has
the advantage of bringing the reader close to the action, it 
has the same disadvantage as the. first person point of view? 
it can show the reader only part of the action<. Unable to 
enter into the thoughts of any other character, the reader. 
sees and hears only what the third person limited sees 
and hears0

5°See Stewart leach, Short-Story Technique (Boston, 
1929), P= 138 o -

^Olark, p0 ,@lo
32 ,Uzzell, pp0 4l6-=4l7o



As Oarolya Gordon stateSg the narrator can view the 
action at close quarters or from a distance o v Both the 
first person and the third person limited points of view 
confine the reader8 s area of perception# heeanse their 
narrators nsnally view the action at a close range6 The 
omniscient narrator# however# acts "like a god endowed with 
super=normal faemlties# to .see all things at all times and . » 
[penetrate0  into the hearts and minds of any or all of his 
characterso"He views the action from an eminence- and knows 
everything ahomt everyone = Although modern short stories 
seldom use the omniscient point of view# many great works of 
fiction# according to Uzzell# have used the omniscient point
of view,35 •'

The fourth point of view is the third person objective# 
or the external# point of viewo When it is used# the story 
is presented as if an unbiased spectator were reporting the 
action# without eommento The reader has to make his own 
judgments and inferences0 The disadvantage of the objective 
point"of view is that the reader cannot enter into a story so 
directly as when a more personal point of view is used.

33§erdOB-p.,; p0 27 =
34- Bement# p0 172o 
35uszell» p. 415*
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Polat of view establishes the relationship between the 
characters in the story and, the reader = ?roa objective 
reporting to the describing of a character8s inner thoughts9 
the artlst-writer selects the most appropriate point of view 
for the emotion he desires to express0 Using the selected 
point of view, an author develops the story through methods 
of narrations description, scene, summary, and internal 
monologue»

Description is not used so much as the other methods 
of narration in the short story» It gives a character8 s 
physical appearance and often reveals his state of mind or 
his state of feeling* It delineates setting and helps to 
create a dominant meed* In "Maiden, Maiden,M for example,
Eay Boyle uses description to portray the appearance of the 
guide, the time of day, and the kind of weathers 11 The guide 
were a smart little velvet .coat that had been washed many 
times over* On this evening there was wind, and his jacket 
hugged his waist fast as a ..woman8 s arm might, and on the 
shoulders it sprang away like new wings"36 (p0 .92) *

When the story begins to move and the narrator reports 
Ma full presentation of action, with movement, speech, and 
gesture,37 scene is being utilized* Because scene gives the

3%ere and hereafter, quotations from Kay Boyle8 s 
stories are from Thirty Stories*

- ^Grimes and Mattingly, p« 175*
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reader a greater feeling ©f participation in the action than
do other parts of the storys it is used particularly at
moments of crisis and climax0 lay Boyle effectively mses
scene at the climax of "Maideng Maiden," Willa receives word
that either her companion, Sarat, or the guide, with whom she
has fallen in love, is lying dead, or dying, in the mountainsg

She stopped still on the ice when she heard the , 
guides calling hack to her, The dark was beginning, 
and their voices returned distinct through the chill 
imperfect light„

"He8 s coming down, he® s coming down. He8 s on 
the glacier, your man, your manln they were crying 
hack, as if in comfort and assurance to her. The 
Englishman is on the ieet Your man, your man" - they 
said.

She ran forward, shouting, and the tears fell 
down her face and into her ©pen mouth. She was 
talking aloud as she ran, and crying, with her tongue 
shaken loose and wild in her head,

"Sarat,” she said, "Sarat, oh, yes, Sarat, Barat,
Bar at , , ., , ' .*

She heard her own sharp hitter cries, as if 
witnessing the mad bereavement of a stranger who 
stumbled past her, crying mercilessly, shaking her 
grief■= stricken empty hands before her as she ran, 

s , ,wSarat, you beast, you8re a doctor and you 
left him8- , '

Sarat was coming over the ice, past the guides 
and the sledge, his face sapped thin and bloodless 
with what had befallen, his mouth white with what 
had become of the day. He put his arm tight around 
Willa to halt her shaking,

"It8s all right, little girl, it8s all right,
X %  here," he said, "fhere was nothing to be done 
for the poor chap by the time I got there, It was 
all over. It might have been me, Willa," he said, 
holding her , , , , "It might just as easily have 
been me, " he said (pp, 110=-111),

Be presenting an unbroken sequence in time and place, this
passage constitutes a scene.
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Although Phyllis Bentley considers the scene to he 
the most immediate, the most significant, and the most enter
taining method of narration, it alone "is not as competent

■ - ■ ~ •' * ' Q
in handling life extensively as scene-pins-summary , » « »MJ5® 
When a writer wants to cover a large expanse of the world or 
an extended segment of time, necessary to the story hut not 
worth dwelling upon, he uses summary0 Grimes and Mattingly 
define summary as the method used when an author wants to 
move "swiftly through time ,and space0 fit is~) likely to he 
used for minor parts, low in action and feeling, hut necessary 
for logical development and continuity0"59 The story would 
he thrown out of focus if scenes were used to accomplish the
task, because too many scenes would he necessary* In "natives
Don’ t Qry," for instance, Kay Boyle takes the essence of many 
incidents and compresses its

She had been horn in Burma, she was a civil 
servant’s daughter, and she had no patience for the 
ways of any children except the children she and her 
brothers had heen0 In the hotels at night she took 
their pictures from her hag and set them on the 
bureauo She spoke of them all, and of the places
they had lived, as if these things were clearer
seen than any ©therso And she spoke of them only a 
little at a time, and not too often, as if they were 
too good to be given fuite away (po 83)0

^Bentley, pp0 21 and 45*
* Grimes and Mattingly, pe 175»
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It is difficult for any medium, ether than the narrative
summary to present facts of past life so fully in so short 

40a space=
In the opinion of Bentley9 11 The blend of seehe, sum- 

mary, and description is<=~or was between 1719 and 1919 «
[the way in which an author] must present his material ° = = 
portray characters and actions representative of reality in a 
plot of more or less complexity » o o janQ give us that 
impression of dynamic life which is the purpose of all art=M̂  
Early in the twentieth century, however, Dorothy Richardson, 
Virginia Woolf, and James Joyce initiated and developed a 
fourth method of narration,, the "maximum scene,,f or stream 
of consciousness techniq,ue0 It is the conviction of these 
writers that there is no need for summary, because all life 
is Implicit in the present. According to Bentley, they feel . 
that K$he scene, the presentation of the specific, moment is 
the only truthful mode of presenting life9 f! so past events 
are revealed through a present stream of thought. Although 
Bentley recognises the ^maximum seene" technique, she believes 
that summary should not be completely eliminated. When a 
writer has both summary and scene (the integrated and the '

$#Bemtley, p, 35°
^Bentley, p, 26, fhe short quotations in this 

paragraph come from Bentley, pp, 40=47,
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specific) at M s  eomaaai, she asks why he should confine 
himself to just one0 " Surelyj,” she addsg ’’we need and 
should use hothoM

Kay Boyle utilises the ’’maximum seeme" technifues or 
Interior monologue9 in her later stories sueh as "The Ganals 
of Ears"g

"All around the edge," she was sayings, "you ean 
see the skyline of lew York exactly as if it were the 
skyline9 and as if it were early dusks with no light' 
in the windows yet*" He was, running one finger along 
the thinning sole* • "And after a while9 whichever 
would he the first star at this time of year9 that 
star comes out9 and the sky goes slowly darker the 
way the sky would go tonight if the rain stopped" 
she said* And to herself she said in silence g .There 
isn*t going to he any tonightg.everything that has 
■heen night and day or summer or winter is going to end 
at haif°past three * "And you sit there in the darkF^ 
she said, ^and the constellations come out in their• 
proper order" (p* 235)»

In passages of tMs sort* the character's perceptions are
linked not hy narrative summary9 hut hy the objects the
character perceives*

The four methods of narration™-description9 scene9,
summary9 and interior monologue— are not mutually exclusive*
Sometimes it is difficult to differentiate the point at which -
a scene ends and a summary begins * The proper mingling9 the
proper use of these methods is the art of the narrative ô 2

^Bentley, p* 22*
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According to Bentley, there is nothing a writer 
cannot put into words— no landscape, no feeling, no action#,* 
if he has the knowledge and the imagination to conceive and 
the capacity to handle words,'*3 An author's "capacity to 
handle words88 ean he understood best by analyzing his style„

As defined by Grimes and Mattingly, style, or diction, 
refers to "the correctness,, clarity, appropriateness, and 
vividness of the words chosen by the writer,,Commenting 
upon a writer's ability to manipulate words, Carolyn Gordon 
describes the artist as that person who has the right word 
for the right p l a c e =̂ 5 Kay Boyle is a skillful manipulator 
of languages lathan.L0 Bothman writes, "Every word tells 
and none ever fails to hit the mark at the very center."4-6

fhe total effect of the arrangement of words, phrases, 

and clauses yields rhytha.^T The regular recurrence or alter

nation of sounds and words generates pulsating variations of 

tension and passivity. Douglas Beaemt states, "fhe essence

^%entley, p. 39o ,
J] A
Grimes and Mattingly, p. 41.

^ G o r d o n ,  p. 148.
^%otinaan, p. 6.
^Grimes and Mattingly, p. 53.
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of sueeessful repetition is that we should not he too conscious 
of itg or hored hy ito fhe arti,st uses it like a elmh to beat 
his impression into conseio.usness— and yet we must not he 
conscious of being beaten!"^ In Mlow Bridie8s Girl was 
Wong" Zay Boyle demonstrates the delicate touch necessary in 
the process of repetitions , "and the boat rocked gently9 
gently on the waterg gentle as a cradle rocking in a quiet9 
still unlighted room" (p» l66)0 lot only repetition of 
sounds and words creates rhythm^ but also sentence length and 
arrangemento Sometimesp a series of short9 sporadic sentences 
fuickens the pace and increases the tension® At other times, 
longers more complex sentences effect a slower place® Many 
authors purposefully incorporate both long and short senten
ces, augmenting the moments of tension and passivity native 
in the action of the story®.

Stimulating sensory responses of sight, sound, taste, 
smell, touch, movement, and muscular tension, imagery also 
contributes to vividness® In the following passage, Kay 
Boyle creates images of touch and movementg "He jumped to 
his feet and stood swaying in the darkness, and she knew he 
was standing there still because of the skirt of his oil
skin coat that moved with the motion of the water, now the

^Bement, p® 25®
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touch of it on her kneeg and then the touch of it gonep like 
a hand withdrawing from her and then returning in the dark%
(p« 172)e Images of sight and muscular tension are revealed 
in this line, "the museles in his arms and thighs and naked 
hack swelling to bursting in his skin as he worked » „
(Po 2175c Sight is again stimulatedg "He stood 0•. . 
looking rapt at the peaceek=>full besom 0 0 0  the soft balloon
ing of the breasts" (p0 176) 0 Images, of sight? sound, taste, 
smell, touch, movement, and muscular tension are all evoked 
in a passage from "fhe Herring Piece"s

When he awoke them was a lingering moment of 
confusion, of shock and pity, in his head. In a 
while he knew he was lying in the rocking dark and 
against his face, as if he tasted it, was the smell 
of fish, the gluey substance of what fish were or 
where fish had been, the inescapable scales of fish 
numbing the ends of his fingers so that the sense 
of touch and warmth seemed gone from him forever*
After a time he saw there was the coal of a cigar
ette glowing above him, almost within reach, and at 
the farthest point of darkness a half moon of yellow 
cupped out of the night, shaded and swinging like a 
bufry on the movement of the tide (p* iSoJ*

Ihe artist-writer often combines figurative devices,
such as simile, metaphor, and personification, with imagery* 
Kay Boyle uses the simile, a comparison of similar qualities 
with the sign "like" or "as," in these sentences: .."She red 
carpet that was to spurt like a hemorrhage from pillar to
post was stacked in the, corner" (p* 11) $ "There in the stems
[of the glasses] played the clear living liquid, like a
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fomtain springing mpward,f (p0 22) j and "He had deliberately- 
stepped before the rays of it {the sm]{ <, o' o = U s  solid 
gray head had served to cork the sunlighto Like a wooden 
stopperg thought the invalidg painted to resemble a man*
With the nose of a wooden stoppero And the sightless eyes*
And the creases when he speaks or smiles" (p* 20)* Imagery 
and simile often work eo-eperatively: "His thin yellowish-
white hair was parted to one side and smoothed across^ lying 
listless9 as the fingers of a dead man might have lain upon 
his skull" (p0 63)°

An implied comparison* without the sign "like" or 
*agP the metaphor* too* co-operates with imagery to contribute 
vividness° The following passage from "Major A1shuster" 
contains both simile and metaphors "Major Alshuster's 
horse came following soft as music over the ground behind us,' 
carrying sneezes in the purse of his velvet nose" (p° 155)°
An extended metaphor implicitly compares the vigor and spirit 
of a sister and her brother with coltsg "they should have, 
been saddled and strapped with necessity so that they could 
not have escapedo lo one else had the same delight* no one 
else put foot to pavement in such a way* ' With their yellow 
heads back they were stamping a new trail* but in such 
ignorance* for they had no idea of it" (p° 13)° Another 
vivid metaphor is* "8 That8 s why I came down here to the 
coast*8 she said* and lap* lap* went the cold tongues of the



seas lapa laps at the fishing heat’s side (p0 17©)® Besides 
oomparing the waves with, tengmeSs, this figmre ereates images 
of somd and movement thromgh the repetition of "lap, lap."

Frequently associated with the metaphor is personif
ication, giving non=human objects, phenomena* dr concepts 
human characteristics® In the following line, the waves are 
personified? "She' waves came in and out there, as indolent 
as ladies, gathered up their skirts in their hands and, with 
a murmur, came tip-teeing in across the velvet sand" (p.. 37), 0 

Another use of figurative language is irony0 Reflect- 
ing the writer’s attitude, irony is a rhetorical device in . 
which "the intended implication of words is the opposite of 
the literal sense of them® Hence, the comment "What a 
beautiful day it is!"would be ironical, if it happens to be 
raining® Besides verbal irony, there is irony of situation, 
where the "variance exists between what should be and what 
is, or between whatvis. expected to happen and what does 
happen" and irony of character, where “a discrepancy exists 
between what a character seems to be and what he is®"5©

Other devices contributing to artistic effect are 
allusion and symbolism® .Because they say much in a small

Grimes and Mattingly, p® 44®
50o® F® Main and Peter J® Seng, Poems (Belmont, 

California, 1963), pp ® 209-210®
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amoimt of spaceg allusion and symbol often appear in the ; 
short storjo An allusion is a direct reference to a person, 
place 9 or event in literature, or in hi story» A person may 
comment, "You have the patience of Jobe" Alluding to the 
Biblical story of Job, the comment is exceedingly favorable, 
since Job endured disaster after disaster, trusting the lordo 
Symbols function dually, inasmuch as they refer to themselves 
at the same time they refer to something, outside of themselves0 
A piece of jewelry representing eternal love, the wedding ring 
is a symbolo Other conventional symbols are a country8 s flag 
and the Christian cross*

Rhythmic elements, imagery, figures, allusion, and 
sySbol all furnish vividness to the short story* It is the 
writer’s manipulation of language which helps to create a 
concrete manifestation of the emotional impression he desires 
to express*

Summary
She narrative has developed greatly from a tale told 

around the fire by primitive man to a well-wrought object of 
art with both form and substance * fhe purpose of the modern 
Short story is not to set forth a lesson to be learned, but 
to present an impression of an emotional experience* fhe 
presentation is accomplished by carefully ordering the elements 
of the narrative— plot and action, characters, setting, and
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theme=-=>and. isy judiciously selecting point of view-first 
person9 third person limited, third person omniscient, or , 
third person objective= There are four methods by which the 
narrator then tells his storyg description, scene, summary, 
and interior monologue 0 By using concrete words, with 
specific references, the artist?writer vividly portrays the 
emotional expression he desires to express0

Ohapters Three through Seven analyze five of Kay 
Boyle8s stories, in respect to plot and action,characters,/ 
setting, theme, structure, and style = Bepresenting.the five 
groups of stories in Thirty Stories0 the stories analyzed are 
“White as Snow,M “Count Bothar's Heart,“ “Your Body is a 
Jewel Box,w “Men/1 and Vinter Night0,f
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wWhite as Saowf?

fhe first group ©f stories in Shirty Stories was
written between 1927 and 1934° With the exception of "Wedding
lay91 8,Eest 6ure/f and wKeep Tour Pity9# the stories are set
in Americao Struthers Burt finds the early stories significant
in Kay Boyle8s development as an artists

These early stories are mostly interesting as a 
study in the emergence of an artist; an artist with 
a beautiful command of languageg a unique gift for 
striking metaphors, granted as a rule only to poets 
and a passionate, impelling drive0 An artist, 
original, rebellious, and bitterly observanto Ho 
wonder Miss Boyle Was a sensation; at first aeclaimed . 
only by the cognoscenti, later on received « « » by 
the general reading public

f,White as Snow’1 represents Kay Boyle8 s early "passionate.
Impelling drive" in her development as an artiste

Plot and Action
Carrie, a Eegro nursemaid, arrives with the family 

at a resort hotelo The children are very happy to find Adamic 
thereo Also a guest at the. hotel, Adamic is a young man whom 
they have admired on previous visits0 Carrie first notices 
4damie when she is taking the children for a walk after

3-Bur t, 110
43
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dinner = One aftern®on, she meets him on the heaehp and he
asks t© take her to a movie o

On the way to the movie homse9 Adamic walks a little
behind Carrie and the children« He stops to buy her a box of
candy* When they reach the movie houseg Carrie looks at the
posters while Adamic goes to buy tickets* fhe turning point
is that moment when Adamic returns from the ticket windows

* * o a tide of shame had flowed across his face and , 
it was still burning there9 and his eyes were shift
ing from its flame * He had no tickets in hand, and 
he saidg

HI waited to ask you*, fhey haven't four seats 
left together, there's one left up in the balconys 
if you'd like to take that one yourself9!f he said*
He looked this way and that, but he could not look 
at Carrie (p* 50)=

Eeacting defensively, Carrie "put her hands up to her cheeks,
and suddenly she started laughing* ' the kind of sunburn I
got,' she said, 'you couldn't tell one person from.another*'
* * » '"It isn' t as if I been fixed on seeing that picture*
War and fighting would of tired me out'" (p* 59)* Unable to
admit defeat, Carrie suggests they take a walk, but Adamic is
so embarrassed that he pretends he has an appointment to
keeps "I just remembered * * * " (p* 60), he says* Carrie
replies, "Anyone makes a promise, he better keep it * * * or
else it might turn out he wasn't a gentleman no more" (p*60)*
But Adamic did not keep his promise to take Carrie to a movie»

The climax of the story is that point when Carrie faces
the fact that she is colored and that she cannot join Adamic's
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¥©rld0 Lying on tlte Led that evening $ in the dark, Oarrie 
remarksg WI might just as well stay here in the dark for 
always$, because there ain't going to be any more good things 
for aeM (p» 60)0

Characters
The story foemses upon Carries a maid who aecompanies 

the family of the narrator to the beach0 Carrie is a very 
proud young womans extremely self-conscious of her Segroid 
coloringo She pulls "her kid gloves over her bracelets to 
hide the pieces of her arm#"(po 58)s and looks at her reflec
tion in a window as Adamic goes into a shop to buy her a box 
of candy0 Preoccupation with her appearance is revealed in 
this passageg "’My hair <> ? •» It seems it might be getting
straighten here» It seems the air on the beach, it’s known 
it takes the curl ©uto I heard that,v she said, ’I heard 
it. « o o o It seems , .0 * the sun does what it can to take 
their coloring away’" (ppo 55"56)0 Striving diligently to 
look like the other girls, she "took out her powder and did 
her face white again" (po 54)e ,

It is important to Carrie not to reveal her lack of 
learning and experiences "Carrie sat in the Ordinary with us 
with her hand on the edge of the table shaking with fear of 
what they might serve her next and whether a spoon or, a fork 
should go beneath it® The first time the antichokes passed.



she started laughing soft and high., as if she didn’t ©are for 
them" (pe 53) 0 Laters she remarks@ "If y©m children hadn’ t 
been talking so loud mouthed » o o I’d of seen better what 
they was" (p0 53)«

She is very conscious of status and deplores the 
subordination assigned to the legroo Because she wants to 
mislead Mamies she says, "Wherever you go the colored 
element is bound to be" (po, 56) „ unwilling to accept the fact 
that she is "the colored elemento"

Adamic is a tall, young white mans "we could see the 
invisible golden down that was; coming on his chin" (p, 57) = 
fhe attraction between Adamic and Oarrie provides the com
plication for the plots "Everything in life there e „ = 
depended on Adamic o » <= " (p0 53) o Adamic is hesitant about - 
approaching Carrie, but, on the beach one day, "Adamic came 
walking over the sand, with his head down to make himself a 
smaller man „ „ « " (p0 56) 0 He. eventually speaks; "Adamic 
did not move, but suddenly his voice could be heard across 
the sand from under his folded arms where his face was hidden" 
(Po 56)„ Although he asks her to the movie, he does not call 
for her at the hotel; instead, he meets her outside* frying 
to feel as a man, he stands against the rail waiting for 
Oarrie and the children, "tall as a grown man and smoking a 
cigarette hasty and short, as if the taste of it were bad*
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He was wateMag the crowds passings, his eyes moving.quickly 
over everyone passing** (po 57) 9 self-conscious about being 
seen with GarrieQ When Garris does come out, **he made no 
sign at all” (po 57); Garrie speaks firsts "Afternoon, Mr0 
Adamic » o .= and. she went stepping by him on her high thin, 
legs,. But Adamic only threw his cigarette out. over the rail 
and did not speak» 0 = = ,He oame following down the broad-
walk behind us, as if he did not know us even, looking the 
other way" (p0 57)« Walking...uneasily behind them "with his 
head down" (p0 58), Adamic speaks authoritatively, in order 
to sound like a man2 "*Gh,, yes, that's true,* said Adamic,'
talking slowly as if he must shape the words stronger and 
more daring in his mouth" (p° 58), He continues to pretend 
he is older and has had lots of experience with women?
1,81 used to know a gentleman in Pawtucket,8 said Garrie , , , , 
'.He was always making gifts of some kind. It was like a 
habit with him,8 8Sure, I know,8, said Adamic o » » P 'If
you have a lot to do with women you get into that habit»
I've been trying to break myself of it for some time now, but
what's the use?'" (p = 59)°

* 1
The family are probably upper class people, inasmuch 

as they have a maid, Garrie, and have traveled extensively?
"we had .Mexican hats and each a tooth out in front, and the 
afternoons were so hot that the wax beads from Venice melted 
and changed color on our necks" (p, 55) ° Perhaps the family
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have Influenced Carrie's ideas concerning class9 statusa 
positions and decorum« Many of her comments seem parroted,s 
such as "wherever you go the colored element is bound to be"
(p0 56)9 the kind of statement the lady of the family might 
make 0

Setting
She story takes place at a resort area along a coast* 

Excitement fills the air9 with brilliant lights strung along 
the beachg sea gulls flying overhead, theaters, ponies, a 
big merry-g©-round available for entertainment, and rolling 
chairs for the tourists0 She time is the vacation season, 
perhaps a winter in the south, since the speaker in the story 
says, "Shat was the year Carrie came down as nurse with us 
instead of the other" (p0 52)= "Came down® is an idiom used 
in colloquial speech to indicate a southward direction,, 
Inasmuch as the South's resort season is during the winter 
months, the time is probably winter„

Sheme
She. theme is an "awakening® for Carries not until 

the very end of the story does she acknowledge that she cannot 
be a part of Mamie' s worldo fracing the development of theme, 
a reader observes that Carrie is fascinated by Adamic as soon
as she sees him. One night, when Carrie takes the children

’ ■

for a walk after dinner, "she stopped at once as if a hand had
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beea laid on her month «> „ ,■« » We stood there a long time
watching Adamic [hitting the tennis ball] = Garrie did not,
speak any more « 6 = w (Po 55)» The infatuation further
unfolds on the beach* when Garrie tells the children about
the bleaching power of the sun* and about the many colored
people who come to the beach in order that their coloring may
be taken aways "Maybe not .as real white as a lily* but white
enough so there was no telling" (p» 56)o Because she sees
Adamic* she stops the present line of conversation and switches
to another topici

"What was it I was telling you children?" said 
Garrie* laughing high and wildo "Can81 you tell 
the truth once? Don61 you recall? I was telling 
you about the place my uncle had and all the wait
ing on hiau That's where we' was reared*" she said*, 
talking higher => "I was telling you* It.was near 
to Boston* where the most of the good families 
inclines to be?8 (p0 56),o

Aligning., herself with the best of society* Garrie finally .
evokes an overt response from Adamic* who has lain down near
Garrie. and the children on the sands "'I come from Boston*8
he said slowly" (g» 56)» And he asks her to accompany him
to the movieo

Theme is brought into focus when Adamic returns from ' 
the ticket window» Unprepared for what happens* certain that 
everything would work out as she, wished it* Garrie is forced 
back to a real world* a world that separates the black from 
the whitee When she returns to her room* she lies "silent,



as if dead and shrouded in the strong artificial flowery scent 
she wore, cold and speechless with some knowledge we did not 
shares {18 Ton don’t know children^ ’ she said, 1 I’ll never 
tell you what it was<, You’re too young to know’" (pD .60) 0

Structure
Using the first person point of view. Miss Boyle has 

a minor character who remembers her childhood tell the story® 
Various lines in the story reveal the fact that the narrator 
is females ’’Carrie did not speak any more and we had no 
thought of speaking| this is the special privilege given 
before the tongue turns womanly and bold with comment and 
intention’? (p, 55), and, "But, Carrie, you haven’t changed 
the children’s dresses" (p0 61)<> Although action is for
warded by both scene and summary, as the climax is approached, 
summary is reduced and scene dominates® In addition to for
warding the story, summary links changes in time and place® 
Some features of character, especially Carrie’s, are revealed 
through description®

A remark uttered by-?'Carrie, during the course of the 
action, seems to be particularly significant; it foreshadows 
the climax and resolution® Walking to the movie, Adamic and 
Carrie talk about the weather® Carrie remarks that the 
weather is pretty, and Adamic responds, "it’s not so bad";, 
Carrie says, "it might be Philadelphia," and Adamic declares, 
"it might be Boston ® ® ® " (p= 58)® Just then, not realizing
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the poignaney of her statements Oaxrle sayss
w0hP I've fomady” said Oarrie, speaking high < 

on her shoulder9 with her hlue veil drawn tight 
across her eyes, "I've found no matter how wide 
you travel, things is everywhere mostly similaro 
Ain't that the way, Hrc, Adamie?"

"Oh, yes, that's true," said Adamio, talking 
slowly as if he must shape the words stronger 
and more daring In his mouth0 "Sure," he said, and 
his head hung, swinging« "Girls, women— "

Oarrie began laughing, %uiekly, softly . .
"What do you mean. Hr, Adamio? I'm sure I don't 

know what you mean," she said (po- 58)«
"Things" do tend to he similar everywhere, and a white hoy’s
dating a legro girl is not generally acceptedj as in the
story, colored people sit upstairs and other people sit
downstairs0

Miss loyle has judiciously selected the title 
"White as SnoWo" Carrie powders her face white as snow, hut 
snow melts, and eventually the real color shows through^ lo 
matter how much a person tries to cover up what he really is, 
his true self always seems to show througho Another implica
tion might he that Oarrie thinks as a white girl, feels as a 
white girl, and so is a white girl inside— as white as snow. 
The conflict of exterior self versus internal self emerges.

Style
"White as Snow" is rich in rhythmic elements. Except

in dialogue, sentences are long and compoundedg
There is only one history of importance, and 

it is the history of what you once believed in, 
and the history of what you came to believe in.
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and what cities or eoratry you saw? and.what
trees you remembered® The history of other
things comes In one ear and goes out the
otherg and the history of places you have never
been to Is as good as a picture9 but with no
taste or smellc lor is it enough to speak the
name of a city9 for if the name of this one were
said you might recall things no one else remembers (p®52)®

The repetition of the word "history" and the parallel sentence
structures provide marked rhythm in the passage®

When dialogue is usi'd.9 sentences are short, simple,
and suited to the characters speakings 08 But, Oarrie, you
haven’t changed the children’s dresses for supper’ <>. •» o
.’I know, ma’am, I know* They’ve, been cutting up again®
They’re getting too much for me® Maybe I’m too young to
handle them® They get out from under my control’M (p® 61) ®

lot only are words and phrases repeated, but so are
many sounds® lumerous lines are enriched with alliteration,
repetition of consonant s o u n d s s “Her [Barrie’sj bones were

little and breakable under her skin, and her big lids in her
sallow face swollen and smooth and blue’’ (p® 57), and, “His
head was everything it had ever been, but the long, lank,
uneasy limbs were strangers to uss he might have been a
carnival thing, the limber, grotesque members holding a
small child’s familiar head on high” (p® 57)® Glide sounds
particularly are alliterated in a passage describing the
setting 8
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Skm it had. long looped strings of lights 
hanging from 'pillar .to post along the sea» It 
had gulls”’to it the way a wilder place mighty hut 
that was not good enough for”it; it had put 
theaters the length of the waterfront as well0 
It had a thing for every hour of the day and night; 
ponies to drive on the"*sands and a merry°go-round 
as big as an island, and on days when the rain fell 
the rolling chairs were made elegant as palaces 
with”lights insi'de and glass panes set on each side 
and out before„ Biding at night in them, the rain 
could be heard running swift and shallow at the 
wheels, and the”rain polished as wax wouJLd the 
splinters and the grain”"of the timber”walk that 
stood the length of"the sea (po 52)» "

Many figures heighten the imagery in the story; I1 the
rain polished as wax would the splinters and the grain of the
timber walk that stood the length of the sea” (ps 52); MEer
(_Garrie*s] nose and her cheeks had freckles across them,
colorless, like dark scattered drops of rain" (p> .56); and,
1,8 Ihe weather is surely pretty,8 Carrie said. She kept her
head turned a little, like a bird8 s head, on her shoulder, so
that she could keep him in her eye" (p0 58)„ Adamic8 s face
is likened to a flower8 s head in the following metaphor:
"You could o o o see Adamic standing, pulled out longer and
longer every year, but with his face still like a child8s
face the way a flower8s head will remain unchanged no matter
how tall the stalk may grow" (p6 53)=

With an allusion to Whole lorn8 s Cabin0 Kay Boyle
Creates light and dark images* As Carrie takes the children
to their bedrooms one evening, the children run down the ,
carpeted hallo Hopping and skipping from one design to
another, Carrie follows;
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wT©ia. look like Eliza on the leeV’ I erled ouig 
thinking with joy of Adamic maybec And. Garrie 
stopped dead in the halls in the dark, thin and 
still and faceless against the light that was 
shining in the ceiling far in back,

.“Ho, I don't," she said, HThat8 s not trueo”
The white porter was coming with the bags, and

we could not tell what her face was, for she was ,
standing black as a paper doll against the little 
moon of lighto ,

**I ain't anything like Eliza,“ she said, WI 
never8 d of thought to hear you say it»# She saw 
the porter coming down the hall behind her, and 
she saids ’’Why would you want to say a thing like 

. that for, and before the gentleman that way?"
It did not come to an end when we were washed . 

and dressed in white, but went on like a song all 
evening (p0 54)„

The prolongation of her resentment indicates her strong sensi
tivity about being coloredg.

16 If I wanted to tell you out, I Would tell you 
out like some colored people as Would” * D 0 0
0 p o ’’I' ve heard colored people all over the world 
treating people to names like ’white trash® and 
other things worse than0 To some it comes easy,” 
she said in grief, ’’and to others it comes hard*’?

Even when we gave her the three ears of corn 
it was no comfort to here She ate them slowly, 
silently, one after the other, chewing the buttered 
grains and wiping the grease off her brownish lips,

. We sat one on each side of her, watching her eat, 
each with a hand laid on her knees under the table 0
1 saids ’’I’m sorry, Garrie, I’m sorry,” But as 
soon as the corn was done with her voice began 
again, mourning and sighing, ”Tou got no reason to 
care,’’ she said* ’’Anything gets harmed for you, 
folks get you a new one; Anything happens to me.
It just stays that way0. But I got a heart as red 
as yours, my blood runs the same color, if I was to 
cut my finger and you cut your finger, nobody’d be 
able to tell the two of us aparto”

But even that was not the end, and she went on 
with it through the hotel parlors, speaking soft and 
low and blameful as though she would never be the 
same (ppc 54^55)o
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Another allusion iq made during the storyg a refer- 
enee to the movie She Birth of a Hationo It does not seem to 
be eoimeidental that Kay Boyle .selected that particular movie* 
As 0arrie herself saysj, *JIt has to do with what colored people 
there was they treated Just like they was slaves'* (pc 59) = 
Bhtll she is recognized by the ticket man as being colored, 
Oarrle completely divorces herself from the movie e Ihen she 
says, ''It isn't as if Xsd been fixed on seeing that pictureo 
far and fighting all the time would of tired me out® (p0 59)« 
Besides rationalizing about being rejected, in a sense Garrie 
is personally identified with the movies she has be%n 
fighting her own little battle, and now, she is defeated*

Summary
A compassionate story ©fa young colored womans 

Garrie, who wants to join the white man's world, "White as 
Snow" is one of the first group of stories in Thirty Stories* 
The turning point of the story is the incident at the movie 
house when Adamic, a Oauoasian youth, returns from the 
ticket window with no tickets, because, "Oelored people goes 
upstairs, other people goes down" (p* 60)* The climax of 
the story occurs when Garrie returns to her room, lies down 
on the bed, in the dark, and realises that she "might just as 
well stay here in the dark for always because there ain't 
going to be any more good things for me" (p* 60)* At this
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Adamic*s world*

Other characters in the story are the familys who 
habitually vacation in a resort area on a coast* 2he setting 
is a winter in the south0

Hiss Boyle utilizes the first person point of views 
one of the family looks back on her childhood and tells the 
story, using the first person plural pronoun "we" throughout* 
Much of the story is told by summary, with scenes adding 
immediacy, particularly those between Carrie and Adamic,' and 
description contributing a vivid portrayal of the dharacters 
and locale*

Employing rather long sentences. Hiss Boyle repeats 
many sounds and words to create a delightful sense, of 
rhythm* ligures enable the reader to visualize details, and 
allusions supply connotation to increase the total effect of 
"White as Snow*"
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M Count Lothar8s Heart"

The second group o£ stories in Thirty Stories was 
written between 1933 and 1938 = Representing the Austrian 
Group p " Count Lothar8 s He art 911 in the words of David Daiehess 
demonstrates %uiet control and skilful balancing of general- 
ization with minute descriptive detail • o « elements of 
folklore9 poetic symbolization^ and an almost cynical 
psychological reaiism0M^

Riot and Action
Gount Lothar prepares to leave for war9 against the 

wishes of his mother, the old Oo-uatess, who accuses him of 
seeking commendation and fame in war and of not really know
ing what war is all about0 Because Gount Lothar has not 
attended to the matter himself , the old Oountess gives Elsa, 
Count lothar8s childhood sweetheart, an engagement ring0 
.Count Lothar departs, without the blessing of his mother.

After six years, he returns to the old house. His 
mother has died, his father is living alone, and lisa still 
fears the engagement ring, with "dignity and resignation’6 
Clo 132)o During the war. Count. Lothar has had a homosexual

1TBoyle, Introduction to Thirty- Stories, p, xiv,
57
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experie&ee = The ©It 0©mit aat lisa realize that something, is
deeply troubling Gount Iiothar̂  so they wait patiently £©r him
to eomflde in themo Watching the swansu longp tangling necksg,
Gount Lothar stands on the bridge of the Traunsee for. hours
every afternoonc

The turning point of the story oeeurs when Gount
ho thar remembers what happened to him at the prison camp and
asks Elsa to listen to himg

As the Gount stood watching the nightlyg muted 
w©rld9 a stirring of life sounded out across the 
waters it began at the end of the lake that was 
far from him, and it moved like a wind on the water0 
It came as strong as a foehn wind over the lake, 
gathering throb by throb until the sky and the land 
were filled with the sound of passage= Gount hothar 
held fast to the rail of the bridge, and the blood 
was shaking in his body, and his ears and his mouth 
were filled with music like those of a drowning maae 
There was no longer any earth on which to stand, no 
air to breathe, no human sound to hearo The elements 
had become one in the great wind that filled the 
rushing heavens, drawing with it, long and slow and 
mighty, the power of spread, gigantic wings0

MIs it the swans? . Is it the swans indeed?**
Gount Lothar cried out in madness, for it.seemed to 
him that a thousand birds had risen on the current 
and were passing above him their necks outstretched, 
their rich, majestic bodies flowing with the deep, 
ardent pulsing of their monstrous wings0 68Is it the
swans?" he cried into the thunder of their flight, 
and the air itself was passing, lashed fast as pinion 
feathers to the curved and reaching bone*

As he listened now, he could hear the young 
Gossacks coming, riding six abreast, the sound of 
their horses as they galloped» He could see their 
young faces, as beautiful as women9s, and he could 
hear them singing in wild, high, boyish voices, 
galloping, with their coats gone white as swans under 
the failing snow, galloping, galloping, galloping as 
they crossed the heavens« Elsa had come onto the
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bridge way and was standing there beside him, and he 
seized her arm in his fingers and began calling omt 
to her of what he saw. , He could hear the young 
Gossacks coming, he could see them riding six 
abreast, coming into the eamp as young and rich as 
stallions.

"listen to me now, Dlsa," he said, "listen to 
me" (po'.138)o .

There is no turning back. Holding Elsa1 s arms "like a man
gone mad" (p. 139)» Count lothar tells Elsa everything. The
women given to the men in the war eamp were scarred, old,
ugly, and depleted, but the Gossacks were "elegant in their
good furs, stamping and chattering and dancing like lively
women . . (p. 139)° With confusion and despair. Count
lothar says, "In some men and women there are conflicting
sells . . . , There are the male and the female cells"
(p. 139)o Continuing, in agony, he spurts out, "And some of
the strongest, youngest men turned in loneliness to one
another. . . ... . . in need we turned to one another . . fH
(Po 139)o

In this climactic scene Count lothar finally relieves 
himself of his guilt by sharing his war memories with Elsas 
M8 There is nothing more to .tell, he said in a low voice.
8Ho, I have said it all. There is nothing more to tell,1 
he said, and they never spoke of it again, neither in 
Salzburg, where he worked in the bank in the winter, or in 
the Schloss. where they came every summertime" (p. 140).
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Characters
With Mlight hair "brushed back from the point of his 

forehead (p. 128), Count Mthar is a "thick-set fairish man 
with a small n©seg fresh color running his skin's, and a look 
of gravity and willfulness in his eyes" (p0 133)= A handsome 
mans, he arouses the hearts of all the young women as he passes 
by* Count lothar is youngs,, 30 young that he feels war is the 
means by which he can prove, his maalinesso "With a quiver of 
exaltation in his blood" (p0 129)s he approaches the horse- 
drawn carriage o He does not allow anyone else to accompany 
hims "I'm going to drive the horses myselfs" he says, "and 
his eyes were glowing" (p. 130)0 Driving off, he enters the 
war with high expectation*

After the war, when Count lothar returns to the old 
houses "His boots were heavy and caked with earth and his 
topcoat was graying with a mist of use and age * .» » , His 
face was marked with weariness 0 .» o" (p* 133) * fhings look 
different to Count lothar nowg "She mountains » „ , had 
looked mighty and barren to him when he went away, and he 
saw now what had happened to them in his sights they seemed 
to have lost their wildness and their power 0 * 0" (p0 133)» 
Count lothar, too, seems to have "lost" something* Admiring 
the strength and beauty of the swans on "the Eraunsee8 s 
shining breast" (p* 133)» Count lothar thinks women do not 
seem to be nearly so beautiful* As Elsa, unrecognized by
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him, walks fcy,- he- says to himself g .’’How ugly aad shabby
this woman and all the other women [are] = » (p. 134)0
later, he cannot look direetly at ELsa, because of deep-
rooted memories he is not able to shake from his heart„

’’You811 take a rest for a while, won’t you, 
lothar?” she fElsal said at last*

’’What8 s that?’’ he said, and he started at the 
sound of her voice, ,

’’You’ll take a rest here,” she repeated, ’’and 
then I suppose you’ll go to Vienna?”

”fo Vienna?” Said Count lothar in true surprise0 
”There isn’t anywhere else to make a living, is 

there?’’ said^Blsa, and she opened her hands out 
giaietly in her lap« .

”0h, no,” said lotharc ”1 forgot? That’s 
trueo” . .

’’What do you think you want So do?” said Elsa 
gently after a momento

”3)o?” asked Count lothar, and the look in his 
face might easily have been taken for stupidity.
He had no sharpness and no subterfuge, but all that 
he felt in his flesh he felt, so deeply that it moved 
him one way or the other of its own accord. . . .
He sat quite still, looking at the rug at his feet 
and the dust that had. gathered on it, his gaze 
threshing from the table to the window, away from 
Elsa in despair (pp. 134-135)=

Two years older than he, Elsa is a young woman who,
loves Count lothar. Her sensitivity is her outstanding
eharaoteristio. When the old Countess goads Count lothar to
kiss Elsa, Elsa sees that he is embarrassed and tries to
help relieve the situation, saying, ”lo, no, lothar, not nowI
. . . It’s really silly to do it now, isn’t it? It doesn’t
matter% We’ll do it some other time . . .” (p. 130). Her
ability to laugh eases Count lothar’s embarrassment. A soft-
spoken woman, Elsa’s sensitivity is further illustrated by
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this limes direeted to the old Qoumtess, ’’You austm81 worry0 
It will he all right . » (pQ 131) = Even though the old 
fSomitess rebukes hers lisa goes quickly to the old lady amd 
touohes her hamd: MHer eyes „ e 0 filled with tears before
the old lady8s dry, umswervlmg gazeN (p» 132)»

Ooumt Lothar Is away from the Sohloss for six years=
Ho one thinks he Is going to return, but lisa continues to 
fear the rings

Ho one had thought to see him again, for 
everything that had to do with his youth had 
dwindled and dimmed and it Was almost certain 
that he had died as well, fhe whole country had 
fallen into poverty, and if he were alive some
where, why should he return? Elsa were the ring 
on her finger still, but she wore it in dignity 
and resignation, as an old lady might who had 
known the things of love and sorrow as they eames 
year after year the births and deaths and the 
altering of the spirits, the despair and the 
renunciation. If he comes back, was written in 
Elsa's face but she never spoke it out, he will 
come back, because there is nowhere else to go (p.132)»

When Count Eothar does come home, Elsa and he walk" b
along the lake together, and she says, ‘"Do you remember?8. . . 
holding his arm in hers. .'We used to come here so often— 8 
He saw her face beside him,, distasteful as a stranger's face, 
the lip of it trembling, and the bar of gray like a warning in 
her hair" (p. 135)» Sensing a change in him, Elsa says, 
,,8Dothar . . » I thought—  .she began again, and suddenly 
she slipped the ring off her finger and put it in his hand.
81 don't want you to feel bound to me, Lothar,” she said.
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8It's beem s© long* I don’t want to hold you to anything you 
don’t wanto I know there nay be someone else = I understand 
that very well8M (p0 136) = But Count Lothar returns the ring 
to lisa, and she waits patiently for him to speak about what 
is distressing him0

The parents of Count hothar are minor characters0 . So 
long as the old Countess is living, the old Count is not the 
spokesman of the familyo He is small, weak, and timid* He 
does not involve himself in family discussions, as is .exem
plified when the old Countess reprimands Count lothar for not 
asking Elsa himself to marry him,! wThe old Count started up 
gently, as if from sleep, folded, his newspaper over and 
smoothed out his white soft mustaches with his delicate, 
shaking hand” (p* 130) * As, the old Countess grows mere 
intense, the old Count clears 11 his throat and * * * [takesj 
out his watch in the palm of his hand51 (p. 130) * Timid about 
interrupting the old Countess’ s wrath, the old Count 58as if 
in apology to them all55 (p* 131) comments, 55 lo thar will be 
going in five minutes now15 (p0 131)»

After the war, the old Count expresses concern about 
Count lothar and Elsa’s future* , He asks. Count lo thar if he 
will be in Salzburg by winter* Preoccupied with the swans, 
wondering if they migrate, Count lothar snaps, ’’Why should I 
be in Salzburg?” (p* 137)* Count lothar”s tone frightens 
the old Counts
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fhe old man had 'begun to, tremble as If In fear 
of some eeh© of his dead wife8 s wrath which might 
now sound out of his sen*8 mouth0 He raised his .
failingj, gentlemanly hand and from where they 
walked on the road he pointed back through the 
mutilated trees. ,

"There " s the gohlossfl t} he said, and his voice 
was shaking„ "I would ,like to give it to you when 
you marry. I would like to see you and Elsa live 
in it togethers while I am still here, -lisa and I 
have been trying here and thereg and there8 s .a bank 
in Salzburg where they've offered you a place. You 
could come back here with your wife to the Sehloss 
for the summerso It would be nice for your children 
to grow up here*" he said (p. 137)»

One nights after dinner^ Count lothar prepares to leave the
house. Hopefullyg the old Count asks him if he is going to
visit Elsa. Because Count lothar nods affirmatively, "tears
sprang from the old man's eyes" (p. 137)»

The old Countess, more fully characterized than the
Count, is an active, forceful, and stubborn woman. Early in
the story, the old Countess, "her thoughts going sharp and
lean with venom, gathering her bitterness close to give it
to them fjbhe Count and Elsaj when they came through the
door" (p. 129), says, ^8Here8 s the ring, Elsa,.8 . . Her
face was set in dry and violent old age against the blast of
evening they brought in. 8You may as well have it now as
long as lothar has taken it into his head to die8" (p. 129).
The old Countess is very forthrightg ."'If lothar hasn't
asked you yet,8 said the old Countess lighting a cigarette,
8 then I'm sorry for you. love and courtship, thank Cod, were
entirely different when I was young. My husband fought two
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duels for me in the afternoon and we waltzed the whole night 
together after he had won me8w (p= 130) =

Beneath the old Oountess® s Tehemenee lie some poignant 
through"̂  eoncerning war and Oomt Lothar8 s aspirations = 
Expressing keen insight9 she remarks: 81 If you come back . . , 
1 hope you have some of the rot licked out of you„ War has 
nothing to do with courage” (p0 131) <> She continues her 
tirade with, ”War has nothing to do with gentlemen! 9 » » . 
Anyone with good blood in him and some sense has better 
things to do!” (p0 131)o Burious, she rejects Elsa6s comfort 
and refuses to say good-bye to Count Lothar: ”8Good-bye
won81 enlighten himP 8 said the old Countess tartly” (p* 132)« 

Although she never tells Count Lothar how much she 
loves him, after her deaths the Old Count says: ”8Your
mother was very sorry to go without seeing you again o « 0 »
He looked from Lothar9 s face to Elsa8 s0 apologizing because 
the old Countess had died, , » 0, .«> 8What did she sayf8 asked
Count Lothar o = 0 » 8 She didn$t say anything » = 0 » But
she turned your photograph around so that it faced her* She 
had turned it to the wall the day you went away8” (p0 134)»

fhe time in Bart 1 of the story is a September 
afternoon* fhe action takes place in less than an hour and 
is concerned with Count Lothar leaving for war* Six years
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elapse between Parts I and IX o In. Part I the family observes 
a conservation of "Everything that came into the house and 
everything that went out of it 6 = = so there would never be 
any want for the people who came after1’ (p0 129) = In Part XIj 
howeverj, MIhe whole country had fallen into poverty ». » « 0M 
(p0 132)o In Part II the action; takes place on two distinct 
days— the first, at the end of the summer, and the second, 
in the autumn => The place is the Bchloss0 an old castle, or 
manor, in Gmundeno Several other references pin-point the 
place as Austria: the fraunsee, a lake, Vienna, the Capital,
and Salzburg, a city.

Theme '
Concerned with the .polarity between the beautiful, and 

the ugly, 11 Count lothar8 s Heart11 sets forth the notion that 
good and evil are central in people 8 s lives and that the 
distinction between them is not, always so easily discernible 
as people might like to think= By being exposed to the 
realities of war, Count Lothar becomes a aano At the begin
ning of the story he is immature,0 Younger than Elsa, he has 
not proposed marriage— his mother had to do it for him— -and 
he is unrealistic about war. As the old Countess forewarns, 
vZe [count lotharj has no more idea why he is going to war 
than those horses out there, tearing the ground up with their 
feet, know why they're being driven to the station11 (p0 .132),
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When the war ends and Gonnt lothar returns to his 
homep "All the .years were put away behind him in eonfusion9 
and he was hack amongst his people in confusion” (p0 135)»
The polarity between the good and the evil9 the beautiful 
and the ugly, is brought to focus as Gount lothar and Elsa 
are walking along the lake ©ne; afternoon 8

X •

. “lothars, ” said Elsa,s and then she stopped speak- 
ingo HI thought— ” she hega,n again9 and suddenly 
she slipped the ring off her finger and put it in 
his hando ,4I don81 want you to feel bound to me, 
lothar,M she saido :.f » .»

Gount lothar looked at the ring lying in the 
palm of his hand, and then he gave, it back to her.o 

“So,” he sal do 611911 make some money. I'm . 
sure 1 shall find something to do, and then-we can 
get marriedo” -

And then.-he burst out laughing at what was left 
of the swans above the water; the white, beautiful 
rumps wagging and flickering and seeming to hark 
to the sudden burst of sound „ Elsa put the ring 
back upon her finger aiad she spoke his name softly, 
but he was laughing aloud in delight and he did not 
hear hero He scarcely knew she was there, for he 
was watching the strong, greedy beaks and the weaving 
of the swans" hecks under water (p0 136)«

Elsa and the old Gount are tugging at him on one side and the 
swans and the war memories on the othero “We’re near the . 
beginning of life still," Count lothar exclaims, "there is 
still the conflict of the two physical demands in ms. We"re 
near to the worms and the snails, and they are both male and 
female in themselves" (p0 139)° Struggling with his inner 
self, he finally takes on a man"s role by telling Elsa every
thing o He grows up through the confrontation with the 
beautiful and the ugly.



Structure
Presenting a wideP panoramic view of the actions Kay 

Beyle uses the omniscient point of view» The narrator peers 
inside the minds of the characters and tells the reader what 
they are thinkingo Lines illustrating the omniscient point 
of view are g MShe ]jD.sa] remeahered very well hew he looked 
the day he left ® * oH (p. 128) g "He | Sount Lothar~l thought 
of his own sloop lying still belly«up doubtless, as he had 
left it in the boat shed near the mouth of the stream® 
o c 0 he remembered the leap of his own boat* s perilous 
giving and the rope running quick as water through his hands0 
(p® 133)I HCount lothar was thinking of the swans, and for a 
moment he did not seem to hear® : He could not remember well 
the things of his youth and he did not know any more if the 
birds stayed here or if they went to warmer places0 (p0 137)1 
and, BAt last, at last, was her (_Jlsa,sJ silence saying, at 
last® He is speaking, and 1 am to know a little of what 
became of his youth and what became of the things he had in 
the years he has been away® At last, at last ® ® (p® 139)®

Part I opens with summary and goes on to a scene 
depleting the hour preceding Count Lothar8 s departure® 
Description is interspersed throughout, delineating character 
traits and features of the house and surrounding area®

Part II also begins with summary® There are five 
major scenesg the first is between Count Lothar and the old
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Cqtmtg when Co mat I?o thar re turn s § the second is between 
Count hothar and Elsa; the third is on the bridge, when. Elsa 
tries to return the rings the fourth is between Count Lothar 
and the old Counts and the fifth is on the bridge, when Count 
Lothar tells Elsa about his experience at the prison campc 
Summary and description are inserted throughout, particularly 
between the third and the fourth scenes, where there is a 
considerable time lapse. The story ends in summary? "and 
they never spoke of it again, neither in Salzburg, where he 
worked in the bank in the winter, or in the Schloss, where- 
they came every summertime" (p. 140).

Style
fhe rhythmic elements are one of ,the outstanding 

characteristics of the language in "Count Lothar"s Heart."
In graceful, smooth=flowing, sentences, the lines contain 
repetition of sounds and words. , She repetition of the "1" 
sound in the following line provides a liquid quality imita
tive of Count Lothar" s movements. "All the manly, bodily things 
came alive in his blood when he walked and rang aloud until 
the echo was heard in every woman8s heart . . (p. 128).
Ihe repetition of the plosive sounds suggest the strength of 
youths ".He had broken the black branches from the trees as 
they walked that day and carried them back to dress up the 
Schloss before he went away." (p. 128). Besides sounds.
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words are repea'tsds .11 They had known each other so long9 the 
same mountains and lakes, heard the same music, the same 
Words over and over, all since they were children * ■« J*
(Po 130)5 "and the youth in their hodies was thundering, 
thundering, like the hlood that thunders aloud in the ears 
(Po 139)o

Imagery, toe, plays, an important part in bringing 
the story to the reader. Hiss Boyle particularly appeals to 
sight to create a vivid image of the land and house g "On 
the other side of the Iraunsee stood the mountains = „ = 
rising almost straight from the water and the crests, 
unwooded and faintly blue with height" (p, 128), fhe de
scription of the house generates an aura of shadow and glooms

Ihe Sehloss had no beauty or comfort to offer, 
belonging as it did to .other centuries and people 
with a grimness no woman or season could subdue,
Ihe flagstones in the entryway were wide enough to 
mark a grave, and the carpets Goumt lothar8s 
mother had set down in the halls and the reception 
rooms were as good as nothing, Ihere Was nothing 
strong enough to defeat the hard, cold living of 
the ancestorsg their cellars and their earth 
beneath the house were present in every room, 
imbuing, invading, destroying with a damp, chill, 
deathly breath (p„ 128) <>

Sight, sound, movement, and muscular tension are stimulated -
in this passages

He [Count lothar]went past the gleaming edge of the 
lake, and walked through the town, and so out over 
the bridges that carried the wooden pathway down the 
shining stream. The moon was high and perfect in 
the sky, and the swarming light of it gave the land 
a single dimension of cold, exalted purity. The
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waters below M m  were slipping down the stony bed, 
warbling and calling softly to each otherg hollow 
and sweet as flute notes sounding„ Oount lothar 
stopped on the bridgeway and looked back at the 
lake that lay behind % the moon' s light was riding, 
white as ice, on the dark waves that murmured in 
through the stones (pp, 137-138)„

Kay Boyle employs many figures in "Oount lothar's 
He art o’1 fhe gloomy old. house is likened to a grave s or a 
monument entombing the dead8 Mfhere was only a little wood 
in the chimney, burning slowly9 scarcely enough to give a 
heart of warmth to the tall, gray-windowed, sepulchral 
room" (p0 129)o The following passage vividly describes the 
©Id Countess, both simile and metaphor being used8 "She 
stood with her two hands clasping the head of the chair, the 
empty folds of her soft cheeks quivering, the beak of her 
high nose thin as a blade = Her lids were stretched across 
her marble eyes, like curtains fallen, and she looking 
mightily and brazenly up from under their frayed hems"
(p<, 131), The personification of the dark lends an attitude 
of finality8 "The dark was gathering in the window behind, 
her and blotting out,entirely the day" (po 132)o

/ -
According to J. ,B» Oirlot, the swan is a hermaphro

ditic symbol, "since in its long phallic neck it is masculine 
yet in its rounded silky body it is feminineo"2 The swans

2Jo Ec Girlot, Dictionary of Symbols; (London, 1962),
P o  3 0 6 o
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first appear when Ooimt Lothar is walking home from the war»
fhey have always been there, $ but Gonnt ho thar8 s perception
of them Is different nows 11 he watched these things, dimly,
dimly, as a man in a dream might see profoundly, yet
scarcely see" (p <> 133) o When the swans rise in flight,
Gomt he thar is awe-= struck s

And, watching so, he saw the swans rise suddenly and 
of -one accord from the water where they ,drifted and . 
fly in great, strong, eager flight above the lake*
Their necks were stretched out hungering and 
thirsting before them as they went, and the mighty 
flap of their wings was as good as a clear wind 
blowing0 She blood ran up into Gouni Sothar8s 
face, and he cried aloud§ ;

wMy God, I8d forgotten the swans flying885 
They were not near to him but still he could feel 

on M s  flesh the strength of the pure white pinions 
stroking the quiet .air*. They might have passed 
close to him, so well could he feel the power and 
love of their hedies as they wen to They were not 
like birds in flight, for the masterful wings 
seemed to raise strong, stallion^like, white bodies 
from their natural place and fling them headlong in 
egression into space0 White horses might have 
flown like this, their vulnerable, soft breasts 
pressed sweet with flesh upon the current» The 
sight of the swans in flight across the Traunsee 
was a thing that made Count Lothar8s heart rouse 
suddenly in anguish (pp. 133=134)«

There are several indications that the swans are a homosexual
phallic symbolo Repeatedly, Count Lothar admires their long,
f lexible necks g. A 8 How wonderful their necks are 1 8 0 0 e and
suddenly a tremor 'Of wonder ran through his blood and he had
to steady himself by taking the wooden rail of the bridgeway
in his hands55 (p, 135) = Hot listening to lisa, Count Lothar
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turned M s  eyes back, slowly? in dumb confusion 
to the sight- of the birds on the edge of slipping . 
watero Some of them had thrust the long stalks 
of their throats down into the deeper places before 
the falls and were seeking for refuse along the 
bottom* lothing remained but the soft, flickeringg 
short peaks of their clean rumps and their leathery 
black elbows with the down blowing soft, at the 
ebony bone» In such ecstasies of beauty were they 
seeking in the filth of lemon rinds and shells 
and garbage that had drifted from the town* 
prodding the leaves and branches apart with their 
dark9 lustful mouths(p* 136)»

He. hardly knows lisa is beside M m  as he watches "the strongs
greedy beaks and the weaving of the swans8 necks under water"
(go 136)»

As the days pass? Gount lotbar continues to come to 
the lake to watch the swans Minterwinding the long white 
vines of their throats? one with the other" (p® 136)0 Hour 
after hour he watches "the writhing necks of the white birds 
uncoiling and bridling suavely in embrace" (p* 137)» the 
swans are "a deep caress to his wandering spirit 0 ® <, a 
soft call in the. darkness to M s  heart" (p«. 136) 0

Ihe symbolism is graphically revealed when Gount 
lothar recalls the Gossacks$, youngs beautiful men with whom 
he had come in contact at the prison camp® Earlier the . 
swans were described as being stalliom-like* and now the 
Gessackss He [Bount lothar] could hear the young Cossacks 
coming9 he could see them riding six abreast,, coming into 
camp as young and rich as stallions" (p® 138)® She swans 
"were not like birds in flight, for the masterful wings
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seemed to raise strong, stallionlike, white bodies from their 
natural plaee and fling them headlong in egression into space’* 
(p» 134}o fhe white ooats of the Gossaeks are described as 
being as white as the feathers on swans s !1 o = = he could 
hear them singing in wild, high, boyish voices, galloping, 
with their coats gone white as swans under the falling snow, 
galloping, galloping, galloping as they crossed the heavens 
(fo 138)o fhe flight of the swans across the heavens remind''. 
Count Lothar of the Gossacks galloping into camp, six abreast, 
"for it seemed to him that a thousand birds had risen on the 
current and were passing above him, their necks outstretched, 
their rich, majestic bodies flowing with the deep, ardent 
pulsing of their monstrous wings" (pc 138)0

Summary
"Gount lothar8 s Heart" is a story about a young man 

who matures to manhood» He enters the war with high expecta
tion o Once he returns, however, he is conscience-stricken 
with the memory of his wartime homosexual experience = The 
turning point of the story is that point when Count lothar 
vifidly recalls the experience and asks Elsa to listen to 
him tell the story» The climax of the story is that point 
when Count Lothar purges himself of the memories and utters,
"1 have said it all?: There is nothing more to tell = ? ? ”
(p? 140)o
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Ske story takes place la Upper Austria at the Sohloss, 
the home of the ©Id Countess aad the old Counts, Count lothar8 s 
parents* In addition to the old Countess, the old Count, and 
Count lothar, there is one other character in the story, Elsa, 
Count lothar"s fiancee * fhe first part of the story occurs, 
six years prior to the second part* In the first part, the 
old Countess, the old Count, and Elsa see Count lothar off 
to war* Ike second part of the story encompasses Count 
lothar8s return and the resultant incidents*

Miss loyle uses the omniscient point of view; the 
narrator peeks inside the minds of the characters* Most of 
the action is told by means of summary and scene, with scene 
adding the element of immediacy; Count lothar8s telling of 
his war-time experience is related through scene* Descrip
tion highlights the characters8 traits and portrays the 
features of the house and sourroumdimg area*

Furnishing an element of rhythm, much repetition 
of sounds and words exists throughout the story* Imagery 
and figures contribute concreteness, and symbolism of the swans 
embodies the whole of Count lothar8s war-time experience*
A homosexual phallic symbol, the swans remind Count lothar 
of the Cossacks who rode into the prison camp at Siberia*
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MYour Body is a Jewel Box*1

Kay Boyle’s writings prior to the war are concerned 
with the inter-relations of people| they exhibit the ’’same 
bitter brew,” aecording to Richard Go Carpenter, ”a q.uiver- 
ing emotion held in tight leash.”! ”Rew are devoted as she,” 
in the words of lathan Bo Rothman, "to the pursuit of 
technics, to the arduous chiselling of structure, to music 
and rhythm in prose» » o .o, But her real triumphs,”
Rothman adds, %are in those stories that make of this 
brilliance a means instead of an end producto When she has 
found a story fit for that instrument, the result is a shall 
masterpieceo Such are 8 Count Lothar’s Heart,8 » -=, . ’White 
as Snow,8 and 8Your Body is a Jewel Box8”2 chapters Three, 
and four have analyzed ’’White as, Snow” and ’’Count Bothar8 s 
Heart”| this chapter analyzes the third story mentioned by 
Rothman, "Your Body is a Jewel Box.” It represents the third 
group of stories in Thirty Stories9 the English Group, 
written in 1935 and 1956=

Carpenter, 428 =
^Rothman, 6 =
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Plot and Action
Mildreds, a young girl9 is sitting on the roof of her 

home9 in the rain0 Getting out of bed, Olive, her sister,, 
tries to persuade Mildred to come in* Since she does not 
respond, Olive summons her parents from the breakfast table, 
and because they cannot get Mildred to come in, Olive runs 
over to the doctor6 s house to get Dr° Peabody to come to 
help. Finally, it is necessary to call the constable,
Fogarty, to get Mildred to come in out of the raine

fhat afternoon, Olive and three young men=— the 
constable, the doctor8 s nephew, and the chemist8 s son— take 
Mildred, ostensibly, for a drive„ Mildred perceives that. 
she is being taken to an asylum and pleads with her compan= 
ions not to take her there« After an hour of driving.
Kingdom, the doctor8 s nephew, pulls the ear up to a private 
hospital with bars on the windows; a white-coated attendant 
meets them at the door.

On the return trip, at the suggestion of the chemist8s 
son, the four young people stop at a pub for a drink. After 
they drive a little farther, they stop for another drink.
She chemist8 s son crawls into the back seat with Olive and 
Fogartys 88Say, I8m going to join you two in the back, Olive.
I think you need a chaperon.w Shis is the turning point of 
the story| tension rises, and the climax is inevitable.
Jealous of the chemist8 s son, the doctor8s nephew, whines.



,,It8s a shame I've got to drive this car « = oM (p= 196)» 
Putting his arm around Olive, the chemist8s son retorts,
"Ton watch the road. KingdomI 0 o . You8ve got enough to 
keep you busy driving in this rain" (p. 196)=

fhe foursome stop for another drink; Olive and the 
chemist8s son stay in the car*, Pogarty brings drinks out . 
to them0 When Kingdom and Fogarty re-enter the ear, they 
hears $,iiiD©n81, Don't, pleases don't,® came Olive's voice out 
of the darknesso „ 0 = ■ 8 Gome oh, now, come on,8 wooed the 
chemist®s son0 He was trying to draw her down again into 
the darkness of the seat* ,9 Gome on, come on, now,8 came his 
soft whispering, wooing voice as the ear went rattling,. 
racing on through the dark and falling rain" (p0 197)= 
Fogarty felt "Olive's legs 0 * » feeling for his, softly, 
yearningly o » = 0 = „ » . Deeper and deeper, and wilder ’and
wilder burned his blood until he felt that his bones them
selves were utterly burned away" (p. 197)» The passion in 
the backseat of the ear is irresistible for Kingdoms "Who 
wants to drive = » e and let me have a chance?" (p0 197) he 
sayso "9 Gome on back,9 Olive called out® 9fhere's always 
room for one morel9" (p® 197) <= < Mounting to the climaz, the 
story plunges onward % ,

Suddenly she turned around on the seat and 
faced the constable in the comer® His leg was 
running wax against her, and he could hear the 
breath in her mouth® The whiskey, or madness, 
or love was swinging in his head as he put his
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arms in agony around her* and her mouth eame wet 
and moaning to his moutho

‘'Heyg Fogarty— ®' shouted the ehemist^s son, 
and Kingdom looked hack, whining, from the .wheel = 

"Say, I've been among the onlookers just about 
long— " he began, but he did not finish^ What they 
took for a'sudden downpouring of the rain hit the 
glass of the windshield like, a wave, and the lights 
went out with it, without terror, and without sound<, 
fhe movement of the oar had ceased as if a hand had 
closed upon it in the dark*

It was not until the next afternoon that anyone 
thought of looking into the lake for the doctor's 
car, and there it was, sure enough, with the marks 
showing clearly where it had left the road* The 
four corpses were sitting in it, the four young 
people, just as death had found them, inside the 
curtains of isinglass (ppc 197-198).

Characters
Mildred does not look like other girlsg "Her neck, 

was strong and short, like a man® s, and broad, with the 
Adam's apple riding thick and slow in it as she spoke"
(p. 185)0 As Mildred leaves the house, "her hair stood out 
dark and bushy from beneath the brim of her hat. Her nose, 
was small and pinched in her face and her cheeks were as 
white as candles" (p. 190). Twice Fogarty is aroused by 
Mildred sitting next to him in the ears "But when his gaze 
slid sideways to her face,0 he saw there was nothing of beauty 
about her, but only her youth, and something like perversion 
in her body or mind, and this appetite that was starving in 
.her, and crying for food whenever he turned away" (p. 191)., 
Sitting on the roof with "wringing curls all ever her head, 
and down the lower side of her cheek and jaw . . .  a little



growth of darkness» as on a. youth6s still virgin faeeM 
(p., 183) 9 Mildred knows she doss mot look like other girls» 
When Doctor Peabody pleads with her to come in out of the 
raims she says, #I think something8 s happening to me, I . 
don8t think r8m a girl any more" (pc 196)0 There is a 
pervertedness of mind as well as of body in Mildredo Answer
ing Mildred^ Dr« leabody says ,e80f course, you*re a girl8 » 
o o He looked in gentle sympathy as he quietly shook his 
head" (p* 186)« This is not the first time Mildred has done 
something strange t "The last time it had been the fire 
department that came when Mildred set fire to the rug in'the 
dining room" (p* 186)= When she is brought in from the rain9 
she looks at Doctor Peabody, her mother, her sister,, and the 
constable "as if she could never comprehend them as long as 
she lived" (p, 189)9

Mildred8 s parents are both concerned about her0 When 
Olive runs downstairs to tell them that Mildred is sitting 
out in the rain, the father stops eating his breakfast,
"with egg on his mustaches". (p0 184), and the mother stops 
filling the teapot. They rush upstairs and try to encourage 
Mildred to come in* The father speaks first and then the . 
mother. The parents are probably middle-aged, inasmuch as 
they have daughters old enough to travel alone with young 
men* The father has gray hair, "but in his mustaches there 
was still a shade of russet left, like the flash of a fox8 s 
tail * o o" (p* 184)*
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f&e mother seems to be somewhat nervous g "the two, 
of them ran upstairs8 the mother shaking her short, little 
, hands from her wrists „ = 0H (p. 184)„ "Gome in to your dad," 
she says, "with her full neck shaking" (p* 184) = When the.
. father has to leave for work and the doctor leaves to phone 
the constable, the mother stays at the window, "talking in a 
low, loving, tremulous voice to her daughter" (p» 186), but 
Mildred never answers0 finally, the mother thinks of an 
article in the newspaper she has, reads "Maybe it will bring 
her to her senses, Olive» Ion run and get me the paper« I
don't know what to do" (p0 187)° With warmth and compassion,
she reads to Mildreds ,

"listen to this, Mildred" she saldo "Xou 
listen, lovey, to what it sayso It goess flour 
body is a jewel box, Given to you to hold A gift
that is more precious Than rubies, pearl, or
goldo8 That's pretty, Isn't it, now, Mildred?, 
o o o 8Guard it from marauders,the mother's 
voice went on, reading out loud, "'let nothing 
sordid soil it* lo smirch of soot or coals Your 
body is a jewel box,8" .said the mother' s shaking 
voice, and she could see the. neighbors watching 
slyly from their windows0 "'The jewel is your 
soul'"

The mother put down the paper, and there were 
tears standing underneath her spectacles^ 'She 
saidg

"That means you oughtn't to let all those 
strange people look at you, Mildred, l»oveys. You 
ought to be too proud to let them see you haven't 
got anything on" (pc 187)°

When Olive, fogarty, Kingdom, and the chemist's son take
Mildred to the asylum, the mother watches from the windows
"she waved her handkerchief and the tears fell down her face.
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M t  no one in the , •= = ear looked out e « (pp= 189-190) =
Olive9 Mildred®s sister, is a slightly rounded girl

with long, hlond hair? "Her faee was wet from the rain and
there were drops of it still clinging to her light, uncombed
hair0 * , . Olive put on her stockings, pulling them up
over her plump, hairless legs and twisting them savagely
about her knees11 (p0 184) o She thinks about herself? 118 You
have, no right to do like that88 Olive cried out0 8 If you
catch your death, who is it has to nurse you through? Tou
don81 think of anyone» I8m cold here, I8m catching cold818
(p0 184)o She resents the attention Mildred gets?

"leave her be, why ,don81 you?" said ©live 
in anger as she dressed quickly in the bedroom 
before the constables would come„ She put her 
corset on over her soft, white, apple flesh, and 
snapped her stockings fast, "She8s just doing it 
on purpose,81 she said over her bare shoulder to 
her mothero She could not bear to think of the 
neighbors watching the scene on the roof from their 
houseso "She ought to be ashamed,81 she said. She 
was wondering which of the constables would be sento 
She combed her hair out quickly and rolled it into 
a bun at the back of her neck, and then she put on 
her brown wool dresso ,Her face was round and 
sweet-looking in the glass before her, and she put 
on her brooch with care o 81 She ought to be ashamed,18 
she said to her mother bitterly, "sitting there 
showing her legs and everything like thate 18 She 
looked a good, pure, healthy girl standing there 
fixing her hair before the mirror, with her backside 
shaped out broad and soft in her dress (ppe 186=187).

When the mother reads the newspaper article to Mildred, Olive
stands "with her back to th# window, angrily fastening on her
low, brown shoes18 (p. 187).
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lot oonoerned about getting Mildred in from tbe rain9 
Olive is interested in finding out if the voung: constable 
will be sento Still indifferent to Mildred8 s plights all 
during the trip to the asylums Olive keeps her attention 

. upon the young mens M9You know it was nice of these young 
men to ask us outs now9 wasn't its Mildred?8 0 o « her mild* 
blue, wide«=set eyes were on the constable" (p<, .190)» fhe 
doctor's nephew winks at Olive9 and she gives him "a broad, 
luick smilen (p0 190)6

leaving Mildred at the asylum, Olive comments only, 
"■'Well, it passed off very well, didn't it?.80 » 0 » « * *
'It was the first time I was ever inside an asylum,8 e = » 
looking at him brightly« o, 0 o 01 think it was a very 
interesting experience to have8 M (pc 194)« Speaking insin
cerely and perhaps repeating some part of a family discussion, 
Olive remarks, "We've been talking for months now about taking 
Mildred to the asylum, and Dr. leabody has beenmrging us to 
do it. Of course. Mom and the rest of us were against it all 
the time. But I know it's all for the best, and she'll be in 
good hands there" (p. 195).

A young man without much worldly experience, Fogarty, 
the constable, has a short nose, "like an Irishman's nose, 
and his lip was long, and his under-jaw was square and. firm. 
Under his brows there was a fringe, and this was the curving 
brush of his lashes thrusting thick and ferny against the
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yellow light" (p» 194)» Fogarty hecomes emharrassed qmite
easilyo Asked on the way to the asylum to sing a song,
Fogarty quickly responds, I never sing, I can81 sing,6
and the color ran into his neok^ (p0 192)c He feels especially
distressed around womens H0Mildred8s very glad to he going
for a ride this afternoon,8 said Olive, looking the young
constable full in the face*. The color ran up from under his
collar and into his ears as, he helped Olive in" (p0 189)» .
As he edges toward Mildred on the roof,

a rush of excitement filled his [Fogarty8 0  heart.
He could see everything clearly through her thin 
white nightdress, and even the color of her flesh 
where the cloth clung fast. ,
g o o o o o © o o o © o o • o o © o o o o o o o ® o o

Mildred sat with her face hidden in her arms 
and the rain falling thick and fast upon her, and 
in every line of her body, in the naked, dark- 
haired arms, and the shape o,f the legs revealed, 
there was a terrible power that roused and 
impelled him. And yet he felt that he would be 
sick if he had to touch her with his hands.

"Just help her up here to the window. Constable, 
please," said Dr. Peabody, leaning out in the rain.
.The young constable stood up and moved forward 
toward Mildred, and put his .fingers, a little 
hesitant, underneath her arm. The skin was cold 
and wet, and he felt his soul recoil within him, 
and yet she seemed to him a marvelously strange, 
marvelously evil thing (p. 188).

Timid about sitting beside Mildred in the backseat of the car,
Fogarty sits, with his arms folded and looks into the isinglass
windows '

"I don8t want to go thSre," said Mildred, and 
he[the constable) could feel her.flesh beside him. 
Their thighs were pressed close in the unwieldy.
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shaking oar, their knees withdrawn$ their feet 
apart5, and he sat looking into the strange 
afternoon of yellow isinglass, his heart stirred 
by the wild power of her hidden fiesho It might 
have been the most beautiful woman of all riding 
there beside him, for the terrible, the unbear
able love he had for her as he looked into the 
isinglass (pp0 190=191),

When Olive asks him a qnes^ion, he responds "with a start,
and then his voiee stopped in his throat(p« 190),

$he chemist8 s son and Kingdom know proper decorums
"fhe two young men in the front /seat of the oaf lif ted their
hats and said good afternoon « <>" (p& 189), but they are
young, and the desire of their bodies is more powerful than
the common sense of theif mindso. fhe chemist8 s son is the
one who suggests stopping at the pubs for drinks? he is the
one who crawls into the backseat of the ear with Olivee
Because Olive and the chemist’s son make love, Fogarty is
stimulated to embrace Olive® The chemist’s son shouts.
Kingdom turns around from the wheel, and the car crashes
into the lake, killing all four®,

A minor character is Dr® Peabody, a kindly old man
Who comes to the house as soon as Olive asks him, •in spite
of his sixty years t => (p® .185)»

Setting .
Ihe place is England, near Sloughcombe0 After 

driving a little over an hour, the doctor’s nephew says, 
"Here’s Sloughcombe * c ®," and soon they approach the
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asylum. She' time is winters “and them she pmt ©m her brem 
wool dress’1 (p.. 196)$, and about Christmas times ”Share were 
festoons of green, and red paper, and strings of tinsel, 
strung across a stationer8s and toyshop8© glass” (p0 192)°

Although the story takes place at three different 
locations, unity is maintained by action and characters0 She 
action is continuous, and Olive and the constable appear in 
all three sections of the story* She entire story unfolds 
in one day* The first part, when Mildred is outside on the 
roof in the rain, occurs in the morning; the second part, 
when Olive, Fogarty, Kingdom, and the chemist8s son take 
Mildred to the asylum, occurs in the afternoon# and the third 
part, the stormy trip home, occurs in the evening*

Theme
Varying attitudes concerning one8 s body are revealed 

throughout “Your Body is a iewel Box*” Sanctity of the body 
is expressed by the mother, the father, and Dr* Peabody, , 
whereas permissiveness is displayed by Olive, Kingdom, and 
the chemist8s son* Fogarty is caught in between the notions 
of sanctity and permissiveness*

The word ’’good” appears many times* The father says, 
”0ome in to us, now, there8s a good girl * * *” (p* 184)*
Dr* Peabody pleads, ’’You mustn8 f try to deceive us, you know* 
low, be a good girl and come along in” (p* 185)° As Olive 
dresses in the morning, “She looked a good, pure, healthy girl



standing there fixing her hair before the mirror « = =
(p, 187)= In the cars Olive declares9 "Mildred8 s being a, 
very good girl, ■isn* t she, Mr., Fogarty?" (pc 190)° Ironi
cally, attention focuses upon Mildred, and Olive looks "a 
good, pure, healthy girl , » V  oH

Fearful that Olive might sit closer to him and afraid 
"that she might stir him as Mildred has done" (p0 195), 
Fogarty sits by himself at one side of the ear with his arms 
foldedo He is afraid to look at her; he is afraid to speak 
to hero After the second stop for drinks, Fogarty watches 
"Olive 0 o 0 at the bar, laughing with the two young men0 
She constable saw her pure-white, throat, laughing and bare 
in the collar of her coat, and the color was shining on her 
face0 He watched the chemist® s son put his arm around her as 
they went out the door" (po 196).=, Olive laughs hysterically 
when the chemist® s son announces that he is going to sit in 
the backseat with her, to "chaperone =" listening to Olive 
sing l®m in the Mood for love and feeling her thighs press 
close to him, "seeking * <> . « for his while she lay in the 
, other man® s arms" (p0 196), Fogarty remembers Mildreds "the 
figure bowed double in the raincoat, the hat that was not 
white any longer, and the voice saying, the voice repeating* 
He could see the side of the nostril, the dark down on the 
jawbone, and the manlike neck descending, bone by bone, to 
where the small breasts sprang" (p* 196)* Suddenly, Olive



faces the constable and, "The whiskey, or madness, or love 
was swinging in his head as he put his arms in agony around 
her, and her mouth came wet and meaning to his moiath,f (pG 197) °

Structure
Because the narrator describes several characters8 

inner thoughts, one would call the point of view omniscients 
•’And if he had a wife, Fogarty was thinking, if he had a 
wife of his own the fire would not be burning like this in 
his body" (p<= 197) I "She (jlive] was wondering which of the 
constables would be sent,k: (po 186) „ Also, Miss Boyle employs 
interior monologue in "Your Body, is a Jewel Box" t "Br0 Peabodyo 
save me, said the eyes in the thwarted, manlike faces Bet 
there be some words for the fire in me, that it be suffocated, 
that it expire, Dr, Peabody, Bf., Peabody, asked the black, 
mistrusting eyes , , (p., 185)° Boyle italicizes interior
monologues "She [gildred} stood in the middle of the bedroom, 
and Dr, Peabody, was her anguish saying, to, Peabody, save me 
from the down springing up on my face and the heaviness in 
my groins that I cannot give away" (pp, 188-189).

With much dialogue, the majority of the action is . 
forwarded by scene, Ehere are three extended scenes, corre
sponding with the three divisions of the storyg Part I,
Mildred on the roof, Part II, the young people taking Mildred 
to the asylum, and Part III, the return trip. Summary is



used to open and close the story and to eompress the scenes* 
leseription is inserted judiciously to add important character 
and environmental features*.

"Your Body is a Jewel Box" is carefully structured 
with many foreshadowing devices s. "His [the father8 s] eyes, 
pale and innocently hlues were wide open on his daughter"
(p* 184), hut the wrong daughter. She father is "innocent" 
of the fact that ©live needs attention and guidance. Olive 
puts on her stockings, "pulling them up over her plump, 
hairless legs and twisting them savagely above her knees"
(p* 184)* fhe "savagery" in Olive emerges in the backseat of 
the car* Sr. Peabody stands at the window, "leaning his old 
hands on the sill and talking in his equable voice of these 
things to hers of health and happiness, tranquillity and 
love, as if the sound of these words of the sane would draw 
her back from the brink of where she was" (p. 185)> This: 
implies that Mildred is not "sane."

Miss Boyle uses repetition throughout the story to 
foreshadow the conclusion. One ,of the possible causes of the 
crash, rain serves as a unifying devices it is raining in 
Part I, when Mildred is outside on the roof, and in Part II, 
although the rain has subsided, the girls "were wearing their 
raincoats when they left the house" (p. 189), suggesting it 
might rain again* Throughout Part II, the raincoats are 
mentioneds "The air was beginning to fill with the smell of
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the girlvs rubber coats as the five of them rede in the 
curtained-iHs, swaying car11 (p=, 190)« In Part 111$, when the 
youths stop at a pub for a drink, this conversation ensues %
M! thought the weather was going to clear,8 said Olive, 
turning her head again toward Pogarty * 8 The radio said last
night it was going to clear,0 8 9 It looks as if it might rain
now,? said the constable e 0 (po 194)= After another stop,
Fogarty '-drank three whiskies, and then he carried the two 
glasses out to Olive and the man in the car® He stood on 
the sidewalk, not looking in at them, but lifting his face 
like a blind man to the fast-falling rain" (pP* 196=197)°
As the car continues on its journey to death and the young 
people become more and more reckless, the chemist8 s son 
shouts, "You watch the road. Kingdom! „ = o You8ve got 
enough to keep you busy driving in this rain" (p0 196)o 
Finally, "What they took far a sudden downpouring of the rain 
hit the glass of the windshield like a wave, and the lights 
went out with it, without terror, and without sound" (p0 198)e 

Almost as soon as the youths set forth on their.trip 
to the asylum, the reader learns that Kingdom is a fast 
driver and that he does not keep, his eyes on the roads 
"8We8re taking you for a little drive, Mildred, said the 
doctor8s nephew, looking around from the wheel* 8You ought
to be tickled to death,9 » « (p* 190)„ Ironically, it is
the doctor's nephew who is "tickled to death*" Repeated
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references are made to the reckless driving of Kingdom and 
his Inability to keep his eyes on the roads "The oar took 
the corner of the street and set, out fast on the highway"
(p, 190)? "Their thighs were pressed close in the unwieldy, 
shaking car c . (p0 190); "the doctor's nephew turned
around from the wheel and nodded wisely at Olive" (p* 192);
"He sat far from her „ = <, swaying with the motion of the . ear* 
(pe 193); "'It's a shame I've got to drive this car,8 said the 
doctor's nephew, looking around at her" (p0 I96); "'Gome on, 
come on, now,' came his [the chemist's son's] soft whispering, 
wooing voice as the ear went rattling, racing on through the 
dark and the falling rain" (p0 197); and, finally, when 
logarty throws his arms around Olive in agony, "Kingdom 
looked back, whining from the wheel* ' Say, I' ve been among 
the onlookers just about long-— ' he began, but he did not. 
finish" (pp. 197-198)*

Barly in the story,, Miss Boyle pointedly describes the 
lake 0 "The road was running now along the edge of the lake,
and through the glass of the windshield they could see the 
quiet waters, wide and black and still, as the deep waters 
of the sea might be" (p.- 191) or, as a tomb might be*

Another important foreshadowing device serving as a 
unifying factor in the last two sections of the story is the 
isinglass curtains * Over eight references are made to the 
"isinglass curtains fastened all around" (p* I89), the
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Hyellowing» misted glass'1 (,p0 19.0) ° The implication is that 
sight is obstructed--not only the ability to see the passing 
landscape clearly, but also, the capacity to view behavior 
properlyg "the dark isinglass through which nothing could be 
seen" (p0 190), and the "blurring a » » yellow isinglass”
(p0 196)9 In the end, the curtains enclose the young peoples 
”lt was not until the next afternoon that anyone thought of 
looking into the lake for the doctor?s ear, and there(it was, 
sure enough, with the marks, showing clearly where it had left 
the roado The four corpses were sitting in it, the four 
young people, just as death had found them, inside the 
curtains of isinglass” (p* 198)°

style
Kay Boyle’s manipulation of words in "Your Body is 

a Jewel Box” is outstandingly effective= She neatly creates 
rhythm by grouping thoughts in small, compact units within 
larger, compounded sentences* Some of the sentences in the 
story contain over fifty words, yet they are easy to follows 
"There were small black birds of one kind or another passing 
over the roofs with quick, unswooping strokes of the wing.,, 
and these came, as if in euriousity, to settle on the wires 
that stretched through the back gardens, and now at the win
dows of the houses behind there were other onlookers 
gathering” (p* 186)* Other sentences illustrate the rhythm
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of thought groupings?. ”There was no sign of it in her wary 
eyes as she stood with the rain dripping from her, looking 
in distrust from one face to the other, looking at her. own 
mother and at her sister and at the doctor and the constable, 
as if she could never comprehend them as long as she lived”
(p, 189), and, ”She. was so near to him that he thought his 
heart would burst with his desire, but then when his gaze 
slid to the side of her face, he saw there was nothing in 
it to draw a mans there was nothing in the pinched, white, 
nostril, and in the piece of the hard, thick, manlike neck 
that showed” (pp. 191=192).

Many sounds are alliterated. Besides the repetition 
of the ”sh" sound in the following line, the words ”shaking" 
and "quivering" create a concrete, specific image of the 
girl shivering in the rains "The shaking of her flesh could 
be seen, her quivering, .dark-haired arms, and the shaking 
shape of her rain-wet thighs” (p. 184). An abundance of 
plosives is found ins "She looked a good, pure, healthy 
girl standing there. fixing her hair before the mirror, with 
her backside, shaped out broad and soft in her dress" (p. 187).

.e*e> csea tost. c=sa caw \e5s=>, css* .ess» _ csw « -*• * f

Other examples of repeated consonant sounds are: "The- j .

constable sat erect in the porner of the par , .» (p. 195) ,
and "He stood on the sidewalk . . . lifting his face like a 
blind man, to the fine, fast-falling rain" (pp. 196-197).
The repetition of words contributes to the rhythm of allit
erations "Beeper and deeper, and wilder and wilder burned
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M s  Mo©& until ke felt tkat M s  bones themselves were 
utterly burned away’8, (>» 197)» Assonance, the repetition 
of vowel sounds, also appears g the iteration of ijQ̂  in 
88 they eomid see the §uiet waters <, o <► as the deep waters 
of the sea might be" (p0 191)«

Another striking feature of "Your Body is a Jewel 
Box18 is the vivid details Describing the characters and 
their surroundings by means of concrete, specific words, 
images, and figures, Miss Boyle heightens the impact of the 
story» lor example, 889Mind your own business. Kingdom8 said 
the chemist8 s son in a muffled, tight voice from the depths 
of the seat ©f the car" (po 197) defines quality ©f the 
chemist9 s voice as well as M s  position in the oaro Because 
practically everyone has been caught in the rain at one time 
or another, or knows what wet. cloth clinging to the skin 
looks like, this image is particularly effectives "Her 
nightdress was so thin and it clung to her so with the wet 
that the shape of her breasts and her thighs could be clearly 
seem" (p0 183)* likewise, most people have seen an animal 
with a hurt paw or a scratched noses .88Bmt Mildred only raised 
her head from her arms and looked in what might have been 
grief at her sister^ But in spite of the tears that ran out of 
her eyes, it was not. grief, for there was no look of sorrow in 
her faeeg only the black inhuman look of a wounded beast, even 
in pain, the small, suspicious, weary eye" (p0 183)=
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The majority of images in 11 Your Body is a Jewel Box11 
appeal to movement, muscular tension, and to nek g M. • » ® he 
eomld feel her flesh beside him, Their thighs were pressed 
close in the unwieldy, shaking oar, their knees withdrawn 
their feet apart, and he sat looking into the strange after
noon of yellow isinglass, his heart stirred by the wild power 
of her hidden flesh" (pp, 190=191); "Mildred started up as if 
from sleep and her thigh in the raincoat pressed hard against 
the constable8s leg" (p, ,192)$ and "Fogarty could feel Olive8s 
body close to him on the seat. He could feel the pressing of 
her heavy thigh in the raincoat beside him, and the seeking of 
her legs for his while she lay in the other man8 s arms, , = , 
he could feel her eyes, and her legs, and her body turning 
toward him and seeking him out" (p, 196),

Similes also create vividnessg "Mildred looked up at 
the sound of his voice, her head quickly lifted and a little 
cocked to one side, as a dog might at the sound of a whistle 
he knew. But still she had no intention of coming to them"
(p, 185)S "Her nose was small and pinched in her face and her 
cheeks were as white as candles"- (p, 190); and, "He stood on 
the sidewalk̂ : waiting while they drank , , , lifting his face 
like a blind man to the fine, fast-falling rain" (p, 197) o 
Encompassing the whole of the story, the ironic title is 
repeated In the "poem" the mother reads to Mildreds

- "listen to this, Mildred," she said, "You 
listen, lovey, to what it says, It goesg 8 Your 
body is a jewel box, Given to you go hold A gift 
that is more precious Than rubies, pearl, or gold,6 
That6s pretty, isn’t it, now, Mildred?" ©live stood



with her back to the windows angrily fastening on 
her lowp brown shoeso! 1,8 Guard it from marauderss 9 81 
the mother's voice went gm? reading out loud, s,rLet 
nothing sordid soil .lt» 3J@ sairoh of soot or coal. 
Tour body is a jewel b@x,# said the mother's shak
ing voices and she could see the neighbors watching 
slyly from their windows, % * The jewel is your 
soul'M (p, 187)o ,

ffT©w Body is a Jewel B o i s  a tender, yet shocking 
story, presenting varying attitudes towards one's body, The 
characters are Mildred, an abnormal girl who is committed to 
an insane asylum; her sister ©live, who craves male attention 
their parents and Dr, Peabody, who are unaware of ©live's 
perturbations Fogarty, the constable, who is unprepared to 
face frustration.and temptations the doctor's nephew, a 
jealous, reckless youth; and the chemist's sen, whose one 
desire is to satisfy his body,

faking place at Mildred and Olive's home, in the car 
on the way to the asylum, and in the ear and the pubs on the 
return trip from the asylum, the story is divided into three 
parts, The time is winter, about ©hristmas-time, and the 
place is in England, Miss Boyle employs the omniscient 
point of view, and, although she tells the majority of the 
story through scene, she uses all four narrative methods,

fhe story is particularly rich in rhythmic elements. 
Images are created through specific, concrete language, and 
figures contribute to the embodiment of emotional expressions 
fhe most prominent metaphor is, "Your body is a jewel box , , 
fhe jewel is your soul" (p, 187),
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"Men"

Eepresenting the french Group of stories written 
between 1939 and 1942, "Men" is one of Kay Boyle8 s many 
war stories, "Men" is not an historical account of the war? 
it is a vivid portrayal of man8s emotional feelings during 
a waro Speaking of the impact of the french stories, David 
Daiches says? "We can point to a story and say, 8 ThereI 
Within these bounds is contained a true vision of some 
aspect of the human situation=8 Han8 s behavior has been 
linked to man8 s fate, and history has been employed as a 
means, not as an end,"1 Such a story is "Men,"

Plot and Action
Because the "french had * , , the idea that there , 

should be no more railway crossings to hold up the militari- 
traffic and that bridges should be built instead to carry 
the thoroughfares up over the rails a « , they took the men 
they eouldn81 do anything else with.and put them to work on 
the roads « , *" (p. 238)« As the story opens, the Baron, 
along, with many other prisoners of war, is working on a road.

3-Boyle, Thirty Stories, p, xvi,
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To the men a small house ahead of them down the road becomes 
a kind of goal. It seems to them that as soon as they reach 
the house, the war will end, and they will he back among 
their families0

One afternoon the sergeant asks the Baron and the. 
Spaniard to go ahead and remove a tree just on the other 
side of the houseo The other prisoners watch the Baron and 
the Spaniard walk past the house, then return to their work* 
Just beyond the house, the Baron and the Spaniard see some
thing the others cannot see— a girl„ Walking toward them, 
the girl asks why they are .going to remove the treec lot 
wanting the men on the road to see her, the Baron entreats 
the girl to return to the house = He then saysi "let me 
tell you, Mademoiselle * 0 o = let me explain to you that 
we are altering the road here" (pc 24.6)» The girl queries, 
"But why do you do this work? It"s funny work for you to , 
be doingo Why don’ t you do, some other kihd of work?"
(po 247)o "Because we are not allowed to choose" (p„ 247), 
the Baron responds* With warmth and understanding, the girl 
replies ""Because you are prisoners* I thought you were 
prisoners when I saw the sentry walking up and down there 
all week with a gun*" "Yes, Mademoiselle," said the Baron 
quietly* "That is true. But our sentences are all for the 
same crime and for the same period of years, which somehow 
divides the burden among us”" (p* 248)*
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The turning point of the story occurs when the Baron 
accepts the girl8s invitation to enter the houses and the 
Spaniard delivers a mocking, scoffing whistles

M1 am so sorry for you, I am so sorry for you," 
the girl said, and she stood looking at him and 
slowly moving her head. It seemed she might put 
out her hand and touch .his arm hut she did not; 
instead she saids "It is not warm out here<,
Gome into the house before the sentry passes 
again and I will give you a little glass of cognac,
It will do you good," and because it was her voice 
that said it even the liquor’s fiery, bitter 
little word sounded cooler and purer to him than 
any water she might have drawn from the faucet and 
offered him to drink.

"Yes," he said helplessly. "Thank you.
Mademoiselle, I will," and as he followed her in 
over the step, he heard the Spaniard’s whistle, 
long, low, derisive, coming after him from 
underneath the tree (p. 248).

This scene'separates the Baron from the rest of the men; it
reveals different motives in the Spaniard and the Baron.
The Baron looks at the girl on a different level than does
the Spaniard. The gap between their desires widens and
culminates in the last scene of the story. After an
innocent conversation with the girl, the Baron returns to
his works

In another minute or two. he was back on the 
roadside again with the. taste of the cognac still 
in his mouth, and the fluid of tenderness pouring 
softly in.him. Even with the shovel in his hands 
and his back bent, he moved still in the strangely 
perfect substance of the dream. It was only when 
the Spaniard, smiting the earth beside him with 
the pick’s beak, saids "What about us? What 
about the rest of us? What do we get out of it?" 
that he started awake and stared about him in 
bewilderment.
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M0ut of what?" he saldj aad even as the Spaniard 
said the words he saw the sentry coming„ It was 
not the exact meaning he heard,, for hearing and 
sight and action had merged singularly into one.
The shovel had fallen and his hand had lifted and 
struck hard across the Spaniard's mouth at the same 
instant.that the sentry came toward them, his gun 
lowered* up the broken road (p. 249).

Oharacters ,
The story centers around the Baron, who is a "big, 

strongish, blondish . . . man in . . .  corduroy breeches . 
and . . o a French-cut shabby jacket with his wrists hanging 
naked from the sleeves . . " (p. 244). He is well-defined?

The Baron was twenty-eight that year, and from 
the look of him he came.from a cold-stoned, dour- 
climated, castle country which might have been 
Scotland just as readily as Austria. He was tall 
and big-boned, with a longish, weather-flushbd face, 
and shy, strained, rather prominent green eyes.
If you were seeking for other things to place him 
than what women would call handsome you might not 
have seen that he was at first, and yet that too 
was there. Anyone knowing the German statuary 
of the Renaissance would have recognized him at 
once g Theodorie, King of the Ostrogoths, or 
Emperor Rudolph of Hadsburg, or even Arthur of 
England somehow taken out of his century and his 
armor and put to work digging a roadbed in sight 
of the Alps. His hair might have been light 
except for the amount of water it needed to slap 
it, like a schoolboy's, into place? and his nose , 
was fine enough for any member of royalty to have 
worn with pride (p. 239).

The Baron is compassionate g "What is the name of the 
place you come from?" (p. 242) he asks the Spaniard, "as a 
teacher might ask it of a child, or a doctor ask exactly 
where the pain might be" (p. 242). He has a jovial laugh.
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which attracts the other men in comradeships
Dostoevsky has written that one can know a man 
from his langh, and that if yen like a man's 
laugh "before yon know anything of hia$ you may 
say he is a good man. It was perhaps this laugh, 
so pure and hearty, so entirely without venom, 
which made the others come close to him and 
allow their hearts to open gust a little, like 
men spreading their cold fingers before a flame 
<Po 239)o

The Baron resists being aligned with the Germans.
When the girl asks what language, is spoken, in his country,
"at first he believed he would lie, and then he knew he 
could not . . (p. 246)= , He answers, ,nI speak German,8
’ . . .  his hands thrust down in his breeches8 pockets as 
he spoke. 8 They speak German in my country.9 9German,9
the young girl repeated. .... 'But you don't look like 
a German,9 . . (p. ,247). The Baron promptly asserts,
"Ho, Mademoiselle, the truth is that I am not a German. It 
is only that my country and Germany have that.language in . 
common" (p. 247).

He speaks French as well as Germans "He spoke 
French a little heavily and carefully, but with the vocabu- . 
lary of one who has read the words a long time and knows them 
well, although he has not had the habit of speaking them 
aloud" (p. .241).

The girl also is from another part of the countryg 
"I've been evacuated from the north [she said] with my 
little brother" (p. ,246)= .She is very young, "perhaps
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seventeen*, perhaps a little oiler" (p, 245)$ and she wears
"some kind of fresh, clean dress., a bine one, or maybe a
white one" (pe 245) , with "her hands and. her bare arms
hanging in her dress, her look moving curiously but without
any quality of fear in it across her face" (p0 246) <, She
innocently stands "before him pure=skinned and guileless and
young" (p0 24?)o With warmth and tenderness, she listens.to
the Baron falter as he tries to explain to her that he and
the other men working on the road are prisoners of wars

"fhat is, this isn’t, our war, at least to fight 
in, the one you read about in the paper," he 
said. "We’re rather special people, all of us, 
very much enlightened, educated, scholars even, 
so obviously they couldn’t put us into the 
trenches wi the ordinary men. therefore they 
give us our own battlefield, . he said. "A very 
pleasant, peaceful one with a nice view of the 
river, only they can’t decide what sort of 
uniforms to put on us yet or what grades to
give--" , o . He had scarcely finished speak
ing when he saw that there were tears in her 
eyes, but her voice did not alter and her chin 
did not tremble . . . (p. 248).

She says for him, "Because you are prisoners of war. I
thought you were prisoners . . . " (p. 248).

There are "perhaps fifty or more" (p. 238) men work
ing on the road. Among them are the Hungarian, the Czech, 
and the Spaniard. With the exception of the Spaniard, the 
men are minor characters. The Hungarian is a doctor; the .
Czech is a tailor with "a wife and two children waiting in
Avignon for nothing better than the cards he could send 
them twice in the month saying his leg was better or wasn’t



better or that he limped still = « (p» 24l)« Both men
look down the road to the house and imagine it resembling 
their own homes. The Spaniard cannot "take his eyes from 
it [the house] , = , he , , , stand£ŝ  there putting his 
black hair back off his forehead with his fingers, letting 

, the shovel fall idle between his narrow legs" (p, 240),
The Spaniard is a thin, dark-skinned man with "corrupted 
teeth (p, 242) and a "vulgar girlish laughter" (p, 241)0 
He is lazy— the sergeant chooses him to work on the tree 
down the road "because he , =. , [seems] to be doing nothing 
but lounging , , , with the shovel in his hands" (p, 244),

Two other characters are the sergeant and the sentry, 
Although neither is characterized in detail, the sergeant 
is a man who looks "at the width of the Baron9s shoulders, 
and in something nearer to contempt at the Baron9s absurdly 
noble and vulnerable face" ,(p, 244), Because of his uniform 
and his gun, the sentry commands control over the men, but 
he is "callow and harmless enough looking" (p, 24l),

Setting
The place is Irance, in the Iseere Talleys the time 

is early spring, in March, Although it is spring, it is 
very cold, an "imitation of November" (p, 239)° The ground 
is hard, and the sky is "heavy, as if there were snow yet 
to fail from it. The river that runs along side of the



road is ”colds metallic, deathly, like a needle of ice that 
pieced their [the men’s] hearts”.(p* 239)« The trees are,
”tall and almost lifeless seeming” (p0 23#)« The war is not 
yet over; there is "still the movement of troops to he seen 
as there had been all winter and the passage of camouflaged 
liaison ears and lorries on the roads" (p<> 238) c The men in
the story are working on a road near a railway line; the
railway line comes "across the Isere from the direction of 
Italy, from Modane, and emt[s] across the highroad , . 0B
(p. 238)o

Theme
The theme of "Hen"- is a search for something good, 

something pure in a world of confused values0 Disparity 
between the 'Baron® s search and the other men’s search is ■ -
evident early in the story,. The Baron’s motives are on a 
higher plane than, the other men’s? "It was only when the, 
Baron turned his head and looked the other way, up toward the 
mountains and saw the snow lying miraculously fair and high 
on their crests, that he believed again in the actual living
world of natural ritual? of moon and sun, men and women,
and. the changes of the seasons instead of this phantom and 
twilight rendering of fixed despair" (p„ 239)= But the 
rest of the men "had had enough of scenery? it was the 
house they liked to look toward down the road.
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She eeTen months they had spent in internment had altered 
their eyesight for them so that the little house appeared 
singularly sweet and touching to them; it had a homely9 
nearly familiar look to them all as they had seen it some
where before in another country" (pp 0 239“240)»

She Baron is concerned and interested in each man; 
he listens to the men patiently», Bach man, however, is 
concerned with himself, and, envisioning his own home and 
family, looks yearningly to the house for personal satis
faction 0 She Spaniard cannot "take his eyes from it"
(p» 240}s

So him [the Spaniard] the house half a kilometer 
away seemed like his own house, the size of it and 
the shape, if only the sun had been out to give 
it the color of plaster, and if the doorway had 
had a beaded curtain hanging, in it to keep the 
flies of another climate from getting in, and 
if the roof had been flat, and if there had been 
melons and gourds ripening on the step» Other
wise, it was exactly like his house in Pastrana, 
seen through the Spanish tre.e stems, at the end 
of towno

"Regardez9 my house," the Spaniard said « » » = 
"Chicken cooking in tomatoes, and the woman wait
ing" o o o o "That8 s where I go to sleep tonight, 
in a bed too0 lobody8 s going to get any of it 
but me" (p0 240).

fhe Hungarian doctor "glanced once or twice down the road and
believed there was a certain portion of the wall of the house,
the tilt of the right side ,of the roof or the placing of
the windows, which made it peculiarly his, better and closer
than memory to him" (p0 24o), The Czech, too, "looked down
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the road and thought for ah Instant that he saw . . « |_his 
wife's and his two children's] faces at the windows of the 
home, and the eolor of flowers on this side of the glass'*
(p. 24i) = ■:

The men look up to the Baron. He is sensitive to 
their longings but desires .something different. The Spaniard 
says, "Regardez. my house = =H; (p. 241), and, with under
standing and humor, the Baron repliesg

"it's a very good reproduction of a Schloss.
Allow me to compliment you on your taste" It's 
exactly what I myself would have chosen." He 
straightened up for a moment and looked down the 
speechless, colorless road to the humble little 
house in the trees. "I like the turrets, " he 
said. "Strikingly medieval," and he made a 
rather awkward gesture toward the slanting- 
roofed cottage, covered with tiles or corrugated 
tin or whatever material they could not tell 
from here. "And the way you've repeated the 
armorial bearings in red on the shutters, quite 
in keeping with the earliest German baroque. If 
I might make one or two, suggestions," he said, 
saying it earnestly as he leaned again and struck 
the pick.into the stoneelogged soil, "I'd have 
the iron deer moved back from the bridle path 
and placed a little more centrally on the lawns 
where they'd show to better advantage and at the 
same time do away with any possibility of the 
hunt taking fright." . . I take it the
banqueting hall overlooks the river,” he said, 
hacking at the hard, alien garth and stone.
"if so, I should have the statues placed nearer 
to that magnificent fountain which plays in the 
vicinity of the grottoes, and thus disengage the 
view of the facade" (p. 241),.

The Spaniard responds,M So if I didn't go back the same
directions as you tonight,' . . . in a low, almost wistful
voice to the Austrian's strong bowed back, 'you'd know where
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I8 d gone» You8 d know this .time I decided to go to my house o 
I decided to go home8,1 (ps .242) o. She Baron gently inquires* 
"What is the name of the place you .come from?.* (p„ 242) * and

I ithe Spaniard says $ • . ■
"Pastrana » » » between feruel and Madrid* .

and the sound of it laid such a languor on his 
blood that he must put the spade aside again and 
look down the road„ "Pastrana*" he repeated* and 
he leaned on the shovel and .wiped his nose slowly 
and absently with the ends of the stocking or 
scarf that was knotted around his necko ’ "Pastra
na," he said again* pronouncing it lingeringly 
(p o 242)a

Each day they come ,closer and closer to the house* 
and each day the men are "seized with sudden insane trans
ports of joy o o e"(p0 243)o The Spaniard "fling[s] his 
hair back and sing [s] wildly to .the trees?, and as he ,: » e 
[works] the Hungarian doctor8 s eyes .0 0' 0 fill incomprehen
sibly with tears" (p9 24.3) g. When a car passes by, the men 
imagine that it must be "the purveyor of the message to them* 
and their speech s , ° [becomes] suddenly, heated against one 
another when* keeping to the still unbroken side of the road, 
it [the ear] » 0 » passes] them by" (p. 243) - Expectation 
is so tense that humor and .sorrow merges

The strings of army mules and soldiers who 
trailed past once or twice in.the day* picking 
their way across the destroyed ground* seemed 
at one moment objects of humor to them* the 
mules8 ears and lips and even the sketchily 
clad soldiers ludicrous to the Baron and the 
Spaniard* and the next moment they recognized 
them in hopelessness as the delegates of some 
final and inexpressible tragedy (p, 243)»
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The Baron is so afraid that the girl will not he the kind of
girl he wants her to be that he says to himself, "This 1sn81
it, of course, this isn't the thing we were waiting for'*
(p, 245) o As the conversation ensues, he senses that she is
a virtuous young lady and puts "himself between her and the
sight of the Spaniard „ . » shielding her it might be from
the Spaniard' s dreams of love as from what the Hungarian or
the Saeeh or any man might remember of her night after eonti-
nent night in sleepless, frustrated memory" (p. 246). He
soaks up her radiant innocence and she seems to him to be .a
wondrous things

Even now that he looked at her, the Baron could 
find no human judgment of light of dark, pretty 
or not, to bring to her; he could not say what 
the color of her hair or mouth or skin was, or 
what the sound of her voice was like, although 
he had listened to her speak = He knew from the 
fact that her face must be lifted to his that she 
was shorter than he, but apart from this there was 
nothing, no physical sign of mark, to distinguish 
her from a thousand women--only the endowment of 
womanly purity which lay like a lovely garment 
on her flesh (p, 246)»

•When she asks him what language he speaks,
The breath caught in the Baron's throat, and 

he waited a moment, As he looked at her even his 
heart seemed, stilled in his breast«, At first he 
believed he would lie, and then he knew he could 
not, for it was no longer merely this, merely a 
girl in a clean dress putting a question to a 
stranger working in sweat and filth and hardness . 
on the roado It may have been music like this, 
he thought, which the middle-aged, the older men 
heard playing when they had drunk too much in camp 
on Saturday nights in the winter and begun to weep.



among themselvesj, and to babble their wives' names, 
or their mothers', or their children's, though if 
they had families any longer no one ever knew. The 
Baron's ears had been deaf so long to everything 
except the cries of men calling out at might that 
he could scarcely hear it and scarcely credit it 
now that he heardg the voice of ineffable and 
nearly forgotten tenderness finding the questions 
to put to him at last (ppo 246-247)o

Despite the Spaniard's "long, low, derisive" (p„ 248)
whistle, the Baron accepts the girl's invitation to enter
the house for a refreshing drink* The girl says she can
make real lace, and she shows him the hook and the spool of
linen thread*. The visit is more, refreshing than the drinks

he hesitated in the low-roofed kitchen that seemed 
too small for him, looking strangely and intently 
at her and trying to speak* He was trying to say 
that for a long time now he had come to believe it 
was not the loss of home, not the loss of country 
or freedom even, not even the loss of identity 
that was defeating them, but that it was something 
else, it was something else, but he could not find 
the name to give it* He wished to say that it was 
something as good and as.necessary as the air they 
breathed that had been taken from them and not 
replaceds not the emotion of love or pity, but ,
perhaps the flesh of these things, and he stood 
there silent, watching her hook the needle into 
the thread and draw the new loop through* He 
wanted to says "Sometimes lying awake at night 
in camp among: tie others X scarcely believe in 
country or home or freedom or even in humanity any 
more, that all this is a fool' s dream, all. less 
than nothing to us* It is something else that has 
perished for us, that thing you gave us by walking 
out of the door and coming across the yard to us," 
but he could not say it out (pp* 248-249)*

The girl fulfills the Baron's search for something good,
something pure* He returns to the road, "the fluid of
tenderness pouring softly in him* Even with the shovel in
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his hands and his'hack bents, he moved still in the strangely 
perfect substance of the dream= It was only when the Spaniard, 
smiting the earth beside him with the pick5 s beak, said:
%hat about us? What about the rest of us? What do we get 
out of it?8 that he started awake and stared about him in 
bewilderment" (p0 249)e The Spaniard misinterprets the 
wondrous experience and offends the Baron, who feels he was 
protecting something pure, .something untouched in the dirty 
world of war where values are confusedo And so, the Baron 
spontaneously lifts his hand and strikes the Spaniard across 
the moutho

Structure -
Miss Boyle uses the omniscient point of view in 

"Men", The narrator knows everything about every man—-his 
hopes, dreams, and desireso Boyle, employs all four methods 
of narrationo As in "Count Bothar8 s Heart" and "Your Body, 
is a Jewel Box," interior monologue is italized^ "This 
isn't it, of course, this isn't the thing we were waiting 
for" (p0 245)o Most of the story is told by summary§ 
Description is used particularly at the beginning to create 
an atmosphere of bleakness, and throughout the remainder of 
the story it is used to help portray character. Scene is 
used for the conversation between the Spaniard and the Baron 
and for the episode with the girl. In other words, scene is 
used at the high points of the story, when suspense increases.
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Sentences are long and compounded, the following
two sentences contain one hundred and forty-two wordss ..

She others- were nervous, ill at ease among them
selves, like animals when the wind is changing i 
their heads lifting quicKLy from their work at 
the sound of a car or a lorry coming out of the 
distance, as if it might be the purveyor of the 
message to them, and their speech would be 
suddenly heated against one another when, keep
ing to the still unbroken side of the road, it • 
would pass them by. She strings of army mules 
and soldiers who trailed past once or twice in 
the day, picking their way across the destroyed 
ground, seemed at one moment objects of humor 
to them, the mules8 ears and lips and even the 
sketchily clad soldiers ludicrous to. the Baron 
and the Spaniard, and the next moment they 
recognized them in hopelessness as the delegates 
of some final and inexpressible tragedy, (p0243)

Because sentences are long and because most of the story is 
related through summary, the over-all rhythm is comparatively 
slow, ,

Imagery and figures co-operate, however, to con
tribute vividness. With a simile, the succeeding passage 
appeals to muscular tension, sight, and touch: "The sky was
heavy, as if there were snow yet to fall from it, and the 
flat shallow river that passed so close to them as they 
worked was cold, metallic, deathly, like a needle of ice 
that pierced their hearts" (p, 239) <> Sight, movement, 
muscular tension and touch are stimulated: "He stood there,
slouched thin and dark on the road, drawing his dark-skinned



narrow hand under his nose to wipe the head of cold off while 
the others went on hacking at this doomed portion of the 
highway, their backs Vent, their heads down, digging the 
public and unhallowed grave" (p. 240)= Sometimes, sight, 
movement, and sound are evokeds "fhe Baron could hear the 
scrape of the other man's spade as it struck on the rock, and 
then the patter of the loose soil on soil as he flung the 
shovelful out on the road" (pc 242)„ Simile compares the 
restlessness of the men to animalsg "The others were nervous, 
ill at ease among themselves, like animals when the wind is 
changing? their heads lifting quickly from their work at . 
the sound of a ear or a lorry coming out.of the distance, as 
if it might be the purveyor of the message to them » * = ’*
(p« 243) o One more simile is". . . the endowment of womanly 
purity a o o lay like a lovely garment on her flesh" (p. 246).

Summary
"Men" presents men in wartime. Over fifty prisoners

\of war are working on a road in the Iseere Valley in France. 
The story centers upon the Baron and his search for some
thing that will endure, something that will give meaning to 
the drudgery of war. Other characters in the story are the 
girl, the Spaniard, the Hungarian, the Czech, the sergeant, 
and the sentry. .

Miss Boyle uses the omlsciemt point of view. Although



most of the story is told through summary, all four methods 
of narration are usedo Sentences are long, often complex 
and compound, creating a rather slow pacea Images and figures 
contribute to vividnesso Elements, structure, and style all 
combine to present a dramatic insight into the hopes, dreams, 
and desires of men»
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’’Winter Sight”

Bepresenting the last greup of stories in Thirty
Stories9 ’’Winter Sight” is one of the American stories9
written between 1942 and 1946» As in ”Mens” Kay Boyle utilizes
history to portray a human emotion® David Daiehes statesi

The note of'compassion and of personal implica
tion rises steadily through the French and Amer
ican groups® But this does not mean that art has 
given away before autobiography or propaganda®
The most remarkable thing about ® „ ® these stories 
is that they combine accurate report of the ’’feel” 
of a historical situation with all those overtones 
of meanings, those probings into the center of man’ s 
moral and emotional experience$ which we demand of 
the true literary artist®1

’’Winter Eight” captures the”-®feel8 of an historical situation” 
and relates in delicate detail the need for Idve®

Plot and Action
In the darkening room, Felicia, a seven year old girl, 

waits for her mother to come home for supper® The maid’s 
voice calls out from the kitchen that Felicia’s mother will 
be home late and that a sitting parent (in present terminol
ogy, baby sitter) is being sent over® The maid leaves when 
the sitting parent arrives®

*1 _Boyle, Thirty Stories® p® xv®
114
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flae turning point of the story occurs when the woman 
from the sitting parents bureau says, "8 It is strange that I 
should have been sent here tonight,8 „ „ <= her eyes moving 
slowly from feature to feature of Felicia8 s face, 8for you 
look like a child that I knew once, and this is the anniversary 
of that child8H (p0 356)0 Because the sight of Felicia arouses 
memories, the woman wants to touch and care for her. As she 
recounts her wartime experience to Felicia, Felicia identifies 
herself with the little girl in the story, because she wants 
to be loved and caressedo After a long and warm scene between 
the woman and Felicia, the climax is reached:

’’And then, ” said Felicia softly, persistently,
"what happened to the little girl?"

"1 do not knoWo I cannot say," the woman said*
But now the brush and comb had ceased to move, and 
in the silence Felicia turned her thin, small body 
on the chair, and she and the woman suddenly put 
their arms around each other® "fhey must all be 
asleep now, all of them," the woman said, and in 
the silence that fell on them again, they held 
each other closer, "fhey must be quietly asleep 
somewhere, and not crying all night because they 
are hungry and because they are cold® For three 
years I have been saying 16fhey must all be asleep, 
and the cold and the hunger and the seasons or 
night ©r> day or nothing matters to them— 9" (fi®361-362)o

Felicia is a small, thin, seven year old girl who 
attends nursery school. She has long, blond, straight hair 
and wears a white-collared dress with buttons shaped like 
hearts. A similarity exists between Felicia’s plight and the
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plight of the little girl in the prison eamp0 The mothers of 
' both girls have left them, .although for different reasons, 
and both girls are lonelyB The .same woman comforts them both* 

Felicia's father is at war; "lobody stayed anywhere 
very long' any more, Felicia8s mother told her0 It was part 
of' the time in which you lived » » , but when the fathers 
dame back, all this would be miraculously changed" (p„ 354)6 
Felicia's mother works, and she dresses quite well; "She 
slipped the three blue foxskins from her shoulders and dropped 
them, with her little velvet bag, upon the chair" (p. 362)=
She is used to having certain things done for her— somebody 
else takes care of the apartment, and somebody else takes 
care of her little girl* This is not the first time the 
mother has gone out in the evening, leaving Felicia with a 
stranger; "Month by month the voice in the kitchen altered 
to another voice, and the sitting parents were no more than 
lonely aunts of an evening or two who sometimes-returned and 
sometimes did not to this apartment in which they had sat 
before" (p* 354). There is a.similarity between Felicia's 
mother and the mother of the little girl in the prison camp« 
The mother of the little girl was forced to leave her child, 
and in a sense Felicia's mother is forced to leave her child. 
During the war many women had to take the place of men in 
business and industry.
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flie woman who stays with Felicia is a plain-looking 
woman who was in a prison camp three years ago„ She is small? 
and ’’when she undid the white silk scarf from around her head? 
Felicia saw that her hair was black. She wore it parted in 
the middle, and it had not been cut, but was drawn back loosely 
into a knot behind her head. She had very clean white gloves 
on, and her face was pale, and there was a look of sorrow in 
her. soft black eyes” (p. 354). ;She wears ”a neat black coat, 
not a new looking coat . 0 .• and mo fur on it , » , but a 
smooth velvet collar and velvet lapels” (p. 355)- The woman 
knows many balletsj she starts to tell the story of one to 
Felicia. She is prompt, tidy, and used to doing without, in 
order that others may be more comfortableg ”8It [coats of

warm .enough,8
the woman said . . . . 8 So we used to take everything we could 
spare from ourselves, and we would sew them into cloaks and 
other kinds of garments for her and for the other children . 
o 8,8 (p. 356)e When she. sees Felicia, the woman vividly 
recalls her experiences in the prison camp. Felicia asks the 
woman if the little girl in the camp had hair like hers, and 
the woman answers, ”8Yes, she did. She had hair like yours8 
. 0 0 . It may have been that she thought to stretch out 
her hand and touch the ends of Felicia0 s hair, for her fingers 
stirred as they lay clasped together on the table, and then 
they relapsed into passivity again” (p. 356).

golden fur on her arms and legs] did not keep her
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She maid is a young negro woman with a "high Southern 
voice” (po 353) s 1,8 Yes, this here8 s Felicia,8 the girl said, 
and the dark hands dried the dishes and put them away”' (p=355)$ 
and ”the girl walked around the table and went down the hall, 
wiping her dark palms in her apron = (p0 354)» She likes
to talks ”fhe voice at the sink was speaking still, and while 
Felicia ate it did not cease to speak.until the bell of the 
front door rang abruptly” (p = 354)„ The maid does what is 
expected of her and expects others to do the same s ”8 Some
times I have to stand out there in the hall with my hat and 
coat on, waiting for the sitting parents to turn up,8 the 
girl said, and, as she turned on the water in the sink, the 
contempt she had for them hung on the kitchen air” (pp. 354- 
355)o In contrast to the woman, the maid has no feeling for 
the childo She prides herself on minding her own business, 
and when Felicia inquires If her mother will be home late, 
the maid makes it quite clear that each person has the right 
to live as he pleasesg ■

”She811 come home when she gets ready to come 
home o That8 s all I have to say. If she wants to 
spend two dollars and fifty cents and ten cents8 
carfare on top of that three or four nights out 
of the week for a sitting parent to come in here 
and sit, it8 s her own business0 It certainly 
ain81 nothing to do with you or me. She makes her 
money, just like the rest of us does. She works 
all day down there in the office, or whatever it 
is, just like' the rest of us works, and she8 s 
entitled to spend her money like: she wants to 
spend it. There8 s no law in the world against
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buying your own freedom. Your mother and me, 
weere just buying our own freedom, that8 s all 
we9re doing. And we9re not doing nobody no harm."

"Do you know who she8s having supper with?" 
said Felicia . . . .

"Do I know who she8 s having supper with?". 
the voice cried put in what might have been 
derision, and there was the sound of dishes 
striking the metal ribs of the drainboard of the 
sink. "Maybe it8 s Mr. Van Johnson, or Mr. Frank 
Sinatra, or maybe it9 s just the Duke of Winners 
for the evening. All I know is you8re having soft- 
boiled egg and spinach and applesauce for supper, 
and you’re going to have it quick now because the 
time is getting away" (p. 353)*

Setting
She place is Hew York, in a comfortably furnished apart

ments ■
■ . *they went from the kitchen and down the strip of 

carpet on which the clear light fell. In thf::.f.ront 
room, they paused hand in hand in the glow of the 
shaded lamp, and the woman looked about her, at. 
the books, the low tables with the magazines and 
ash trays on them, the vase of roses on the piano, 
looking with dark, scarcely seeing eyes at these 
. things that had no reality at all. It was only 
when she saw the little whiteclock on the mantel
piece that she gave any sign, and then she said 
quicklys "What time does your mother put you to 
bed?" (p. .358)*

The time is winter, in the evenings
It [a time of apprehension} may begin around five 
o9 clock on a winter afternoon when the light out
side is dying in the windows. At that hour the 
Hew York apartment in which Felicia lived was 
filled with shadows, and the little girl would 
wait alone in the living room, looking out at the 
winter-stripped trees that stood black in the park 
against the isolated ovals of unclean snow. How 
it was in January, and the day had been a cold one; 
the water of the artificial lake was frozen fast, 
but because of the cold and the coming darkness.
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the skaters had ceased to more across Its surfacec 
The street that lay between the park and the 
apartment house was wide, and the two-way streams 
of cars and busses, some with their headlamps 
already shining, advanced and halted, halted and 
poured swiftly on to the tempo of the traffic 
signals6 altering lights. The time of apprehen
sion had set in, and Eelioia, who was seven, stood 
at the window in the evening and waited before she 
asked the question. When the signals below would 
change from red to green again, or when the double- 
decker bus would turn the corner below, she would 
ask it (p. 352). '

Theme
"Winter Sight" poignantly presents the need for love. 

While her mother goes out in the evenings, little Selicia is 
left with sitting parents, .lonely and afraid, she yearns for 
someone, to be interested in her, for someone to give her 
attention and affection. When the new woman from the sitting 
parents bureau arrives, Felicia senses a certain tenderness 
and sincerity, lacking in the other sitting parents g

Whenever the front door closed behind the girl 
in the evening, it would usually be that the sitting 
parent who was there would take up a book of fairy 
stories and read aloud for a while to Felicia; or 
else would settle herself in the big chair in the 
living room and begin to tell the words of a story 
in drowsiness to her, while Felicia took off her 
clothes in the bedroom, and folded them, and put 
her pajamas on, and brushed her teeth, and did her 
hair. But this time, that was not the way it 
. happened. Instead, the woman sat down on the other 
chair at the kitchen table,-and she began at once 
to speak, not of good fairies or bad,- or of animals 
endowed with human speech, but to speak quietly, 
in spite of the eagerness behind her words, of a 
thing that seemed of singular importance to her.

It is strange that I should have been sent 
here tonight," she said, her eyes moving slowly
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from feature to feature of i’elieia* s face, "for 
you look like a child, that I knew once, and this 
is the anniversary of that child" (pp0 355*= 356) *

Felicia clings to the words, "for you look like a child I
knew once 3 „ » " (p„ 356), and inquires, "Bid she have hair
like mine?" (p. 356)o When the woman responds "yes," Felicia
unconsciously begins to align herself with the other little
girl, so that she may partake of some of the woman9 s love„

The woman, remarks that the little girl would have
loved the dress Felicia is wearing» Felicia anxiously says,
"I have four school dresses „ ® » I’ll show them to you"
(Po 357)o When the woman states that the little girl was
fond of ballet, Felicia says:

"I*v&. been to the ballet," = * „ and she said it 
so eagerly that she stuttered a little as the words 
came out of her mouth. She slipped quickly down 
from the chair and went around the table to where 
the woman sat. Then she took one of the woman9 s 
hands away from the other that held it fast, and 
she pulled her toward the door. "Gome into the 
living room and I911 do a pirouette for you," she 
■said, and then she stopped speaking, her eyes 
halted on the woman9 s face. "Bid she— •did the 
little girl— could she do a pirouette very well?" 
she said (p. 357)o

The woman replies that the little girl could do a pirouette
very well, until she became hungry. The woman aches with the
memory of the little girl9 s suffering and draws "her fingers
abruptly away from Felicia . . «, and Felicia stood before her
east off, forlorn, alone again in time of apprehension"
(P« 357)0
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Pellela asks If the little girl cried when she was 
hungry0 The woman answers,, "Sometimes she cried » » » hut not 
very much. She was very quiete One night when she heard the 
other children crying, she said to me, 8You know, they are not 
crying because they want something to eat. They are crying 
because their mothers have gone away8'8 (pp. 357-358). The 
story of the little girl's plight recalls Felicia's sadnesss 
"'Did the mothers have to go out to supper?8 .. .8lo,8 said 
the woman. She stood up from her chair, and now that she put 
her hand on the little girl8s shoulder, Felicia was taken 
into the sphere of love and intimacy again. 8 Shall we go 
into the other room, and you do your pirouette for me?8 . .
(p. 358). Further alignment with the little girl is revealed 
in these passage si 18 8 She had a mother, a real mother, but the 
mother had to go away.8 8Did she come back late/8 asked
Felicia" (p. 358), and "'But the mother,8 she [Felicia] said 
then in the small, persistent voice, 8 did she take a taxi 
whensshe went?8" (p. 359)» The woman explains, "8The men were 
not with us. The fathers were somewhere else, in another place.8 
'Yes,8 Felicia said. 81 know8” (p. 359).

■ Felicia delights in the attention the woman gives
her:

"so if you will go and get your brush now, 1 will 
tell it |_the story of Narcissus] while I brush your 
hair."

"Oh, yes," said Felicia, and she made two whirls 
as she went quickly to the bedroom. On the way back.
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she stopped and held on to the piano with the fingers 
of one hand while she went up on her toes* "Did 
you see me? Did you see me standing on my toes?" 
she called the woman, and the woman sat smiling 
in love and contentment at her.

"Yes, wonderful, really wonderful," she said.
"I am sure I have never seen, anyone do it so well." 
Felicia came spinning toward her, whirling in 
pirouette after pirouette, and she flung herself 
down in the chair close to her, with her thin 
bones pressed against the woman8 s soft, wide hips

. (p. 360).
The woman and Felicia fulfill each other8 s need f.og?:..love i 
"only the speech of love can lend security" (p. 352).

Structure
Miss Boyle uses third person limited and objective

points of view in "Winter light.11 The relative distance of
the sounds in the kitchen indicates a child8 s point of views
"For a moment there was the sound of water running in the
kitchen, a long way away, and then the sound of the water
ceased, and the high, Southern voice went on . . (p. 353).
Felicia8s point of view is further evidencedg

The voice from the kitchen had no name. It was as 
variable as the faces and figures of the women who 
came and sat in the evenings. Month by month the 
voice in the kitchen altered to another voice, and 
the sitting parents were no more than lonely aunts 
of an evening or two who sometimes returned and 
sometimes did not to this apartment in which they 
had sat before, lobody stayed anywhere very long 
any more, Felicia8s mother told her. It was part 
of the time in which you lived, and part of the 
life of the city, but when the fathers came back, 
all this would be miraculously changed. Perhaps 
you would live in a house again, a small one, with 
fir trees on either side of the short brick walk, 
and Father would drive up every night from the
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station just after darkness set in. When Felicia 
thought of this, she stepped quicKLy into the clear 
angle of light, and she left the dark of the living 
room behind her and ran softly down the hall (pp. 353=
354) o

When the woman "undid the white scarf from around her head, 
Felicia saw that her hair was black" '|p» 354) c

After Felicia and the woman have fallen asleep, the
point of view shifts to objective?

It was after midnight when Felicia* s mother put 
her key in the lock of the front door, and pushed 
it open, and stepped into the hallway. She' walked 
quickly to the living room, and just across the 
threshold she slipped the three blue foxskins from
her shoulders and dropped them, with her little
velvet bag, upon the chair0 The room was quiet, 
so quiet that she could hear the sound of breath
ing in itj and no one spoke to her in greeting as 
she crossed toward the bedroom door® And then, as 
startling as a slap across her delicately tinted 
face, she saw the woman lying sleeping on the divan, 
and Felicia, in her school dress still, asleep 
within the woman’s arms (p® 362)»

Boyle employs scene, summary, and description® The 
story opens with summary and description and then proceeds to 
a scene among Felicia, the maid, and eventually, the .woman®
Much summary and description are interspersed throughout the 
early part® The story continues with an extended scene between 
the woman and Felicia and closes with the mother’s entrance and 
the discovery of Felicia asleep in the woman’s arms®

Miss Boyle uses long, compounded sentences, packed with 
detail® The story within the story, told in question=answer
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fashion* progresses at a comparatively slow rate,
The most outstanding feature of imagery* functioning 

somewhat symbolically* is the use of light and shadow6 Felicia 
observes "the light from the kitchen = » = in a clear yellow 
angle across the wall and carpet* and ° e . [stops] at the 
edge of the light" (p0 553)» She stands at the edge of the 
dark with one more step to .take; she does not take that step.
As soon as the woman enters* however* "the shadows , * , [are] 
suddenly bleached away" (p. 354); likewise* Felicia’s fears 
are "bleached away," Unconsciously* the woman’s thoughts 
move from Felicia to her memories and back to Felicia again; 
images of movement* muscular tension and touch are stimulated;
"She had drawn her fingers abruptly away from Felicia now* 
and Felicia stood before her* cast off* forlorn* alone 
again , , (p, 357); "and now that she put her hand on the .
little girl’s shoulder* Felicia was taken into the sphere of 
love and intimacy again" (p, 358); "it may have been that she 
[the woman] thought to stretch out her hand and touch the . ends 
of Felicia’s hair, for her fingers stirred as they lay clasped 
together on the table* and then they relapsed into passivity 
again” (p, 356), Another line appealing to movement* muscular 
tension, and touch is "Felicia came spinning toward her, 
whirling in pirouette after pirouette* and she flung herself 
down in the chair close to her* with her thin bones pressed 
against the woman’s soft, wide hip" (p, .360),
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A few figures enhance = the storyc Light Is personifiedg 
HIt [a time of apprehension] may begin around five o' clock on 
a if in ter afternoon when the light outside is dying in the 
windows” (p» 352)o This passage contains metaphor and similes 

She.had little coats of golden fur on her arms and legs/8 
she j_the woman], said9 8 and when we were closed up there, the 
lot of us in the cold, I used to make her laugh when I told 
her that the fur that was so pretty, like a little fawn8s 
skin on her arms, would always help to keep her warm8 ” (p, 356) „

Summary .
Presenting the need for love, "Winter light” is a. 

story of seven-year-old Felicia =. Because her mother works 
and her father is at war, Felicia is left to herself much of 
the time* Other characters are.the maid and the woman from 
the sitting parents bureau* The time is a winter evening and 
the place is a lew York apartment.

Miss Boyle employs third person limited and objective 
points of view and tells the story through scene, summary, and 
description. The bulk of the story Is a long scene between 
the woman and Felicia; the woman tells Felicia about a little 
girl she took care of three years ago in a prison camp. Images 
of sight— light and shadow— movement, touch, and muscular 
tension, along with figures, contribute to the gentle presen
tation of the need for love.
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The Selected Stories and the Interpreter

Chapters Three through Seven have analyzed five of 
Kay Boyle9 s short stories, one from each of the five groups 
in Thirty Storiess ’’White as Snow,” Early Groupg 1927-1934; 
”Count Bother's Heart,11 Austrian. Groups 1933=19381 ’’Your 
Body is a Jewel Bos,” English Groups 1935=1936s '’Men,” 
french Groups 1939=1942; and ’’Winter Wight,” American Group 
1942=1946o After the interpreter has analyzed a piece of 
literature, he seeks to find the form for oral presentation® 
According to Grimes and Mattingly, ”the form of the inter- 
pretatiom must be equivalent to the form of the literature, 
from which it must spring®”̂  It is the.purpose of this 
chapter to relate the analyses to an interpreter's oral 
presentation of the stories®

Differentiating the methods of narration—  summary, 
description, scene, and interior monologue— is an important 
aspect of presenting a short story orally® Passages of 
summary, low in emotional content, are presented with direct 
eye contact between interpreter and audience, because they

iGrimes and .Mattingly, p> 315«.
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usually present an l,openH situation.2 A passage from "Men*- 
illustrate s g

flie railway line came across the I sere from the 
direction of Italy, from Hodane, and cut across the 
highroad, but it was such a .little line that the 
Baron could not see the sense in what they had to do.
Only an occasional freight train moved idly along it, 
so it seemed it could not offer much interference.
But still the powers that were had decided to hoist 
the highroad up over the rails, and the group of 

, foreigners had been sent out into the bleak retarded 
springtime of the valley, perhaps fifty or more of 
them to hack at the black surface of the road and 
the still hard soil around the.Condemned trees 
(pp. 238=239).

Another example of summary is found in "Winter Eighth:
Whenever the front door closed behind the girl In 

the evening, it would usually be that the sitting 
parent who was there would take up a book of fairy 
stories and read aloud for a while to Felicia; or 
else would settle herself in the big chair in the 
living room and begin to tell the words of a story 
in drowsiness to her while Felicia took off her 
clothes in the bedroom, and folded them, and put 

. her pajamas on, and brushed her teeth, and did her 
hair. But this time, that was not the way it 
happened. Instead, the woman sat down on the other 
chair at the kitchen table, and she began at once 
to speak, not of good fairies or bad, or of animals 
endowed with human speech, but to speak quietly, 
in spite of the eagerness behind her words, of a 
thing that seemed of singular importance to her 
(Po 355)»

Creating no environment of its own, summary is filled with 
facts necessary to the comprehension of the story and needs 
to be directly communicated to the audience. All the stories 
analyzed contain summary which the interpreter must recognize 
when determining the form for oral presentation.

2See Grimes and Mattingly, pp. 18-22.
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Description may move, to a “less open" situation, 
requiring the interpreter to visualize details of the appear
ance of character or settihgo In fXour Body is a Jewel Box,"
Miss Boyle describes the appearance of Fogarty against the 
misted isinglasss..

Olive glanced at the constable as the car drew 
up at the curb before the public house« She could 
see his profile outlined clearly against the dim, 
glowing curtain of isinglass® His nose was short, 
like an Irishman8 s nose, and his lip was long, and 
his underjaw was square and firm® Under his brows 
there was a fringe, and this was the curving brush 
of his lashes thrusting thick and ferny against 
the yellow light (pp® 193=194)®

The place in "White as Snow" is vividly portrayed by means of
descriptions ,

Then it had long looped,strings of lights hand
ing from pillar to post along the sea® It had gulls 
to it the way a wilder place might, but that was hot 
good enough for it; it had put theaters the length 
of the waterfront as well® It had a thing for every 
hour of the day and nights . .ponies to drive on the. 
sand, and a merry-go-around as big as an island,

, and on days when the rain fell the rolling chairs 
were made elegant as palaces with lights inside and 
glass panes set on each side and out before® Riding 
at night in them, the rain could be heard running 
swift and shallow at the wheels, and the rain polished 
as wax would the splinters and the grain of the. timber 
walk that stood the length qf the sea (p® 52)®

Description often contributes to the mood of the story,and 
so certain shadings and nuances in the language may need to be 
brought out by means of vocal expression: alliteration in
“White as Snow": . “Her | Qarrie8 s] bones were little and break
able under her skin, and her big, lids in her sallow face
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swollen and smooth, and blue" (p„ ,57) s and Imagery and simile 
in "Men," for exampleg "She sky was heavy, as if there were 
snow yet to fall from it, and the flat shallow river that 
passed so elose to them,as they worked was cold, metallic, 
deathly, like a needle of i#e that pierced their hearts"
(Po 239)»

An unbroken sequence in time and place with speech, 
movement, and gesture, scene constitutes a comparatively 
"closed" situation, particularly in dialogue® A modern con
vention in presenting dialogue is to "assign each character an 
angle of address and use it consistently each time the character 
s p e a k s ®"3 fhe interpreter does not establish direct eye con
tact with the audience but visualizes the scene out beyond 
thems "Accompanying this convention ["angles of address] is 
another fast becoming rule for oral interpretation, and that is 
the visualization of spene, not on the stage, but out beyond 
the audience®In "Count Iiothar8s Heart," for example, the 
following passage opens with summary (description interspersed), 
continues t® scene— dialogue between lisa and Count lothar—  
and closes with summary® fhe interpreter may address the 
audience for the predominantly open situation at the beginning

3©rime s and Mattingly, p® 174®
Crimes and Mattingly, p® 174®
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of the passage, assign an angle gust right of ©enter for lisa
and an angle gust left of ©enter for Soumt lothar in the seenes
and look directly at the audience again for the closing summary»
fhe sentences in parentheses may ,be cut for oral presentation,
since the interpreter can convey the enclosed directions and
attitudes by means of vocal and bodily responses

In a little while the old Oount went out of the 
room, leaving Oount Lothar and Elsa together, and the 
afternoon light came through the windows and fell on 
the dust on the floor and the ashes in the fireplace c 
fhere was white in Elsa8s hairs it ran back from 
her brow in a dull, wide avenue of resignation, and 
Goumt lothar turned his face from one side to the 
othero He looked at the rug worn thin on the floor, 
and at the light in the window» He did not want to
see her face or to hear what she would ..spy*

MIom811 take a rest for a while, won81 you, 
lothar?** (she said at last*)

"What8s that?” (he said, and he started at the 
sound-of her voice *)

"You811 take a rest here,” (she repeated,) "and 
then I suppose you811 go to Vienna?" , •

"f© Vienna?" (said Oount lothar in true surprise*) 
"fhere isn't anywhere else to make a living, is 

there?" (said Elsa, and she opened her hands out 
quietly in her lap*)

M0h, no," (said lothar*) "I forget* fhat's
true *9. . ,

**What do you think you want to do?" (said Elsa 
gently af ter a moment*) .

Do?" (asked Oount lothar, and ) the look in his 
face might easily have been taken for stupidity* He 
had no sharpness and no subterfuge, but all that he 
felt in his flesh he felt so deeply that it moved 
him one way or the other of its own accord* All the 
years were put away behind him in confusion, and
he was back amongst his people in confusion* He sat
quite still, looking at the rug at his feet and the 
dust that had gathered on it, his gase threshing 
from the table to the window, away from Elsa in 
despair (pp* 134-135)=
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Aecording to Grimes and Mattinglyg i!Complying with, these two
eonventions for dialogue [Angles of address and visualization.
of seenej and otherwise facing the audience rather directly
for summary and description help the interpreter immeasurably
to clarify scene9 identify character, and at the same time
maintain contact with the audience0M5

She fourth method of narration, interior monologue,
is also presented as a closed situation,, She interpreter
must indicate for the audience whatever shift in point of
view has been used by the writero Sags are usually retained
in,oral presentation*. In "Your Body is a Jewel Box,M for
instance, Mildred says to herself, MBro Peabody, Br0 Peabody,
save me, said the eyes in the thwarted, manlike face* Bet
there be some words for the fire In me, that it be suffocated,
that it expire* Bro Peabody, Br« Peabody, asked the black,
mistrusting eyes 0 = ,11 ■ (p» 1851* Miss Boyle employs interior
monologue in "Men" also s

"You11 re not going to take the tree down, are 
you#" the girl said, and all the time she walked 
toward them saying this the Baron was repeating to 
himself g This isn81 it, of course, this ism*t the 

, thing we were waiting for0 She was almost at^the 
, edge of the road, almost visible now to the others 
working beyond, and suddenly the Baron knew that 
for the sake of every woman they had not seen in 
months he must stop her fom coming further* He 
threw his head back on his neck and he turned

^Grimes and Mattingly, p* 174*
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arounds and again he thought° fhis isn81 it, of
course; so afraid he was that she would be different
'from what he wanted her to be (p0 245)♦

Summary$ description^ sceneP and interior monologue 
are peculiar to the art of narration and require special . 
attention from the interpreter in the manner shorn» Also, 
transitions from one method of narration to another need to 
be kept clear for the listener, as do transitions in place, 
time, and character0 In “Tour Body is a Jewel Box,11 for 
example, although the action is continuous in time, the place 
changes0 So assist the reader, .Miss Boyle has divided the 
story into three parts| Bart I takes place at Mildred and 
Olive8 s home. Part 11 takes place in the doctor8 s ear, on the 
way to the asylums MShe rain had drawn off for a little in
the afternoon, but ©live and Mildred were wearing their rain
coats when they left the house” (p0 189), and Bart III takes 
place in the car and in pubs during the return trip from the 
asylums "It was seven o”clock at night by the time they had 
settled everything for Mildred* Shey left her sitting on a 
chair in the big hall, and they went out and got in the car 
again, and drove away” (p® 193) ® By bodily movement and vocal 
pause, the interpreter can indicate major and minor transitions* 

Changes in time and character must be communicated 
too* She action in "Count 1©thar9s Heart” occurs at two 
distinct times* Six years intervene between the time when 
©cunt Lothar leaves for war and the time when he returns %
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Lotkpx had bem gone six .yearss and now it was the end 
of the summer again and the war ,a long time over, fhe old 
Oomtess was dead, and the old 0©imt lived to himself, alone 
in the oastle among the ravaged trees" (p0 132)« It is 
essential that the interpreter eonvej to the andienee the . 
ehange in Go mat lotharp Before the war he looks to the 
future with enthusiasm and antielpation s l!in a little while 
he would he on a train going toward it with a quiver of 
exaltation in his blood" (p= 129)J after the war, he ;cannot 
think of the future® Scarcely hearing Elsa or the old Oount 
when either one speaks to him, he seems to be in somewhat of 
a dazes "the old Count saids $Perhaps you’ll be in Salzburg 
by,that time®’ Count lothar was thinking of the swans, and 
for a moment he did not sseem to hear® He could not remember 
well the things of his youth and he did not know any more if 
the birds stayed here or if they went to warmer places® But 
suddenly he lifted, his head® ’Why should I be in Salzburg?’ 
he said" (p® 137)=- Through suitable vocal and bodily responses, 
the interpreter can portray Count lothar’s preoccupation, or 
obsession® .

Changes in attitude need to be definitely portrayed by 
the oral interpreter® In "Winter light,"for example, the 
woman’s thoughts move from Felicia to her wartime memories 
and back to Felicia again® The woman’s memories are.colored 
with grief and bitterness and she withdraws, from Felicias



"She M d  drawn her fingers abruptly away from Fellela now, and 
Fellela stood before her, east off, forlorn, alone again » o 6 
(p® 357)o When her thoughts return to Felicia, however, 
warmth and compassion for the child are evidencedg "and now 
that she put her hand ©a the .little girl°s shoulder,,Felicia 
was taken into the sphere of love and intimacy again" (po 358) 

An audience does not have the opportunity to re-read, 
or to "re-hear" a story during an oral performance, andt'so the 
interpreter needs to point key lines by "lifting," or empha
sizing certain words and phrases. Emphasis may be achieved 
oftentimes by means of an appropriately placed pause® Key 
lines are an insight to appreciation® In order that the 
maturity of Count lo than may be realized by the audience at 
the end of. the story, the interpreter needs to point lines 
delineating his immaturity early in the storyg "He was so 
young that he was in haste to. make for himself an unconquer
able, a manly past, and .come back [from war] with the power 
of that as well in the look that he gave a woman on the street 
(p®K129); MII forgot about it [asking lisa to marry him],8 
said Gount lothar, without turning on his heels® 8Itcs all 
right with you, isn't it? Elsa?8" (p® 130); and, "'Kiss her!8 
said the old Ooumtess® ,0ount lothar stood up and turned his 
back to the fireplace and walked to the chair where Elsa sat® 
She fllsa] saw his face, clear and youthful, coming closer, 
bending to her, his eyes confused, his color rising" (p® 130)®



The impact cf‘White as Snow" rests iipem Garrie's 
emSeavors t© conceal the fact .that she is legro and the pain- 
ful awakening she experiences, at the movie house» lines 
illustrating her efforts to pass for white need to fee pointeds 
“We went up to the bedrooms, and in the elevator Garrie took 
out her powder and did her face light again, beating the 
flat puff hard with her thin hand” (p» 54) | ”Garrie began 
laughing, quickly, softly, and she pulled her kid gloves over 
her bracelets to hide the pieces of her arms” (p0 58)S and,
,H The kind of sunburn I got,9 she said, ‘you eouldn® t tell one 
person from another®” (p0 59);-=

° So that the audience may realize the. theme of body in 
“Tour Body is a Jewel Box,” the interpreter needs to point the 
passages concerned with .body®, Hiss Boyle vividly describes 
the appearance of Mildred's body through the sheer, rain- 
soaked nightgown, the sensual reaction of the constable toward 
Mildred's body as he approaches her on the roof, the same as 
he sits next to her in the ear on the way to the asylum, his 
conflicting desires toward Glive”s body during the return. 
trip, and, the subsequent embraceg “His leg was running to 
wax against her, and he could hear the breath in her mouth®
The whisky, or madness, or love was swinging in his head as 
he put his arms in agony around her, and her mouth came wet 
and moaning to his mouth” (p01 197)« It is the interpreter's 
responsibility to recreate for the audience the mounting
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tension so well expressed by the author=
in example further demonstratlng the Importance of

pointing is from "Eeno". In order to reveal the climax in.
HMen”--that moment when the Baron strikes the Span!ard—  the
interpreter needs to point differences between the Baron and
the rest of the men. The men1s dreams stop at the house, but
the Baron’s hopes transcend the house and reach a spiritual
plane g „■

„ 0 o he hesitated in the low-roofed kitchen that 
seemed too small for him looking strangely and 
intently at her [the girl who lives in the house 
down the road] and trying, to speak« He was trying 
to say that for a long time now he had come to 
believe it was not the loss of h@m# not the loss,, 
of identity that was defeating them, but that it 
was something else. It was something else, but 
he could not find the name to give it0 He wished 
to say that it was something as good and as neces
sary as the air they breathed that had been taken 
•from them and not replacedg not the emotion of 
love or pity, but perhaps the flesh of these things, 
and he stood there silent, watching her hook the < 
needle into the thread and draw the new loop 
through. He wanted to says "Sometimes lying 
awake at night in camp among the others I scarcely 
believe in country or home or freedom or even in 
humanity any more, that all this is a fool’s dream, 
all less than nothing to us. It is something else 
that has perished for us,j that thing you gave us, . 
by walking out of the door and coming across the 
yard to us," but he .could not say it out (pp. 248=249).

Often, certain lines and passages foreshadow the out
come of a story and need to be emphasized by the interpreter. 
In "Your Body is a Jewel Box," for instance. Miss Boyle 
judiciously mentions the rainy weather early in the story. 
Hart I opens with Mildred sitting outside on the roof in the
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raino In Part II the rain has subsided, but the girls take 
their raincoats with them on the way to the asylum, and, in 
Part III, the chemist1 s sen says, "You watch the re#. Kingdom, 
you’ve got enough to keep you busy driving in this rain" (pol96)» 
Eepeated references are made to Kingdom’s fast driving and his 
turning around from the .wheel to flirt with Olive in the back
seat = ill three of these references are possible contributing
factors to the crash and, therefore, should be brought out
by means of the interpreter’s vocal and facial expression, 
during oral presentation of the story=

Tempo, the rate of progression, varies from story to 
storyo "Winter light," for example, is a comparatively slow- 
moving story, whereas "Your Body is a Jewel Box" moves along 
at a faster rate. Whatever the overall pace', however, most 
stories pick up tempo as they approach the crisis, or turning 
point, and the climax= In "Gount lothar’s Heart," the overall 
pace is comparatively slow, until, the action approaches the 
turning point» The story then picks up momentum and continues
to pick up momentum until Count lothar finishes telling his
storys "’There is nothing more to tell,’ he said in a low 
voiceo ’Ho, I have said it all. There is nothing more to 
tell,’ o o o" (p0 140)o « Bate diminishes quickly after the 
climax, and the story resumes a slower pace for the denoue
ment, or the resolution. It is the interpreter’s responsibil
ity to recreate for the audience the tempo inherent in a story
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fey adjusting the rate ©£ M s  ,eim speaking voles. .Rhythmic 
elements also reqmire attention in passages such ass

There is only one history of importance^ 
and it is the history of what you once believed 
in, and the history of what you came to believe 
In., and what cities or country you saw, and 
what trees you rememberedc The history of other 
things comes in one ear and goes out the other, 
and the history of places you have never been 
to is as good as a picture, but with no taste 
or smell (p0 52)»

One more element necessary to the interpreter8 s 
control of the literary object is illusion0 In “lour Body 
is a Jewel Box," for exampleP it Is important that the 
interpreter project an attitude of flippancy for ©live and 
an attitude of mental anguish and confusion for the constable, 
in order that their plights may be comprehended more fully by 
the audienceo The embarrassment at the movie house in "White 
as Snow" must be felt somewhat by the interpreters This 
"feeling into" a situation, or a character is called empathy» 
•Empathy helps to create for the audience the illusion of the 
storyo Point of view affects degree of empathy. In a story 
like "White as Snow" the interpreter preserves the position 
of observer just as the author has done in narrating the ... 
action0

Whatever the point of view, however, the interpreter 
should haver become the characters in a storyj he should only 

their dominant attitudes through vocal and bodily



expression* He miast maintain aesthetic tistanee*^ In f,Gount 
lothar9 s Heart, '9 for instance, the interpreter must certainly 
"feel into" Count Hothar? s purgatorial scene hut not,so much 
that tears start rolling down the interpreter8 s face * Were 
that to happen, the audience would focus its attention upon 
the interpreter, instead of upon the literature* In the words 
of Grimes and Mattingly, ."Interpretation is not just voicing 
words* There must he feeling tone, there must he illusion*
Yet the interpreter should never give an illusion so strong 
as to make himself and others forget the experience is one of 
art, not life* A. balance of empathy and aesthetic distance 
characterizes an artistic interpretation performance*?

Kay Boyle®s selected stories lend themselves to oral 
interpretation* Inasmuch as Miss Boyle8 s stories are not 
widely anthologized, they provide the interpreter with a 
source of fresh material* in interpreter is always alert,to 
finding fresh material*

After analyzing a story, the interpreter seeks to find 
the form for oral presentation which arises from the form of 
the literature to he presented* Special attention should he

%ee Grimes and Mattingly, pp* 316=317*
?Grimes and Mattingly, p* 318*
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given t© the handling of summaryg deserlptlen, seene, and 
interior monologued peeuliar to the art of narration0 Other 
elements yielding form are the interpreter's control of 0
transition, pointing, foreshadowing, tempo, and illusion*
"When form is apprehended,H aocording to Grimes and Mattingly, 
Ma totality is apparent, a total impact felt,and that; is 
oral interpretation*

%rlmes and Mattingly, p* 315»
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